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PREFACE

In recent years there has been a growing interest in the education

and occupational preparation of inmates of correctional institutions. A
widespread and growing number of special programs and experiments
have been conducted by individual institutions, by state agencies, and
through funds provided by the United States Departments of Labor and
Health, Education, and Welfare, and the United States Bureau of Pris-

ons.

Although many of these programs have been too recently initiated
to permit a conclusive evaluation of the results, there have been a sig-
nificant number of reports of favorable outcomes, and a growing body

of literature is being directed toward an appraisal of the early expe-

rience.

This conference, sponsored by The University of Wisconsin's Cen-
ter for Studies in Vocational and Technical Education in cooperation
with the Federal Prisons Industries, Inc. of the United States Depart-
ment of Justice, is one of a series of conferences sponsored by the
Center to appraise the effects of educational and training programs.
The emphasis of the conference was placed on analytical reports, re-
search findings, and project evaluations, rather than on general descrip-
tive statements. The sessions served as a forum by which research
findings were related to practitioners in the field, and it is hoped that
they may thereby be translated into improved programs of education and
training in correctional institutions. Speakers and other participants
in the conference included officials from federal and state agencies,
as well as members of academic institutions who are engaged in perti-
nent research and extension activities in the field of corrections.

Although the papers and discussions included in this report reach

a generally favorable set of conclusions, they also sound notes of cau-
tion and point up serious problems which are still to be solved. It is
noted that the concepts and techniques used in regular educational and
training institutions cannot be transferred without change to a prison
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setting. Imaginative and innovative adaptations are required. Simi-
larly, the process of adjustment after completion of the educational or
training program must include exceptional measures of assistance to
the former inmates.

While the major criteria for evaluation of the experimental programs
analyzed in these reports are success in employment and reduction in
recidivism, the papers also stress the emphasis to be given to changes
in the attitudes and outlook of the inmates of correctional institutions.
Of considerable importance in all of these favorable outcomes, are the
facilities, activities, and attitudes of the communities surrounding the
correctional institutions.

We are grateful to officials of ..ae Federal Prisons Industries, Inc.
for their assistance and support of this conference, and to the speakers
and discussants for their participation and prompt preparation of their
remarks for purposes of inclusion in these Proceedings. We are in-
debted to Karen Krueger for her invaluable aid at all stages of the plan-
ning and conduct of the conference and in the preparation of the Pro-
ceedings.

Madison, Wisconsin
August, 1968

Gerald G. Somers
Co-Director

J. Kenneth Little
Co-Director
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LESSONS LEARNED FROM VOCATIONAL TRAINING
PROGRAMS GIVEN IN A PRISON SETTING

CURTIS C. ALLER
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

INTRODUCTION

want to thank Mr. Somers for giving me the opportunity to meet
with a group of practitioners and researchers engagedin the challeng-
ing problem of administering training and other rehabilitative programs
for the most disadvantaged sectors of our population.

In addition to the regular problems we face in the manpower field,
coping with a population characterized by inadequate education and
skill, broken homes and poverty backgrounds, and minority group mem-
bership, you in the correctional field have additional difficulties super-
imposed on you. You must administer programs with due concern for
security control. You must deal with a disproportionate share of multi-
problem ridden people. Even if you successfully impart skills, you
must still overcome the distrust many employers have of persons with
a prison record.

The 1960 decade has been an exciting and rewarding one for advo-
cates of manpower training and employment programs, as evidenced in
the proliferation of legislation and widespread national public support.
One of the spin-offs of this new interest in the rehabilitative possibili-
ties of training is the initiation of manpower programs in the correctional
field which, hopefully, may contribute to lasting solutions to the na-
tional crime problem.

The research and demonstration programs which we have supported
under the Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962 (MDTA) led
to passage of Section 251 of the 1966 Amendments to the Act. This
authorizes the development of a pilot program of prison inmate training
in federal, state, and local correctional institutions. It will provide a
proving ground for the implications of the research and experimental
work under MDTA and other programs which I shall discuss today.
Hopefully, it will prove the feasibility of establishing a full-scale,
regularly funded, vocational training program in prisons.
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Prison Training Projects Under M

Many of the lessons whi
periences we have had with
York City and our experi
Correctional Institution i
Lorton, Virginia.

TA

oh I shall cite have been based on the ex-
our research project at Rikers Island in New

mental and demonstration projects at Draper
n Elmore, Alabama, and Lorton Youth Center in

The Rikers Island study, appropriately titled "Restoration of Youth
Through Training" (RYT), divided 264, 16- to 21-year-old males into
two groups. An experimental group of 137 trainees received an eight-
week IBM machine training course and remedial education and support-
ive services. The control group of nontrainees consisted of 127 men
who received none of these services. A one-year follow-up study com-
pared the employment, recidivism, and other experiences of the groups
and furnished us with valuable research evidence.

At Dra
give youth
electrica
training
counse
were
',pro
tial
di

per, we relied heavily on programmed learning material to
vocational skills in such occupational fields as barbering,

lappliance repair work, and automotive mechanics. Vocational
was implemented by intensive vocational, personal, and family

ling, and basic education. Similarly, vocational training courses
given in food services, welding, and building maintenance in

Oct Challenge" at Lorton. The unique features were the substan-
inmate choice in vocational selection, experimentation with reme-

al education materials, and extensive post-release support.

I think we are very fortunate in having with us today the men who
combined scholarship with action to carry out the programs mentioned
aboveDrs. Clyde Sullivan and Wallace Mandell of RYT, Dr. John
McKee of the Draper project, and Dr. Leon Leiberg of Project Challenge.

Lessons Learned

Research in the field of corrections must make giant strides before
we can talk definitely about lessons learned. We face the same prob-
lem in the manpower field, with the realization that we must shape pro-
grams using the best evidence that is currently available. Recognizing
that we need considerably more in the way of scientific research results,
I should like to highlight some of the major lessons we feel we have
learned thus far.
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A. The rate of recidivism for youthful offenders can be reduced as
a result of vocational training, remedial education, and support-
ive service programs such as co.,inseling and basic education.

B. Youthful offenders in short-term correctional institutions can
absorb and benefit from programs of vocational training given in
a prison setting.

C. Although as a group, offenders appear sufficiently motivated to
want to improve their prospective employment status, the lack
of suitable training programs in prisons denies them the oppor-
tunity to fulfill this objective and may often contribute to high
recidivism rates.

D. Support and commitment to training programs should be secured
from institutional staff at all levels.

E. In making assignments of inmates to vocational training, prison
administrators should be wary of utilizing the conventional
array of testing techniques which may serve as screening-out
devices.

F. The course content of vocational training should mesh realistic-
ally with job opportunities available in the community to which
ex-offenders will return.

G. Job development and job placement programs are crucial to the
successful post-release adjustment efforts for ex-offenders;
many employers still have a stereotyped image of ex-prisoners
which may be changed through employer involvement as advis-
ors and observers of rehabilitation efforts.

H. To have lasting and penetrating effect from rehabilitative pro-
grams initiated within the prison, ex-offenders must have an
umbrella of supportive services such as counseling and social
services available to them whenever needed in the outside com-
munity.

J. One general lesson we have learned in the administration of our
social science research program is that to get good research,
we must secure able researcherspreferably an interdisciplinary
team that understands the problem and can communicate the
lessons learned.
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Let us examine some of these lessons in greater detail.

Reducing Recidivism

When we began planning our manpower training programs, we knew
that the spotlight would be on the end results. How many people would
get jobs because of our programs? How many would get jobs related to
training ? How many would be retained on their jobs ?

The same questions were asked when we started our vocational
training programs for offenders, with one addition. Would the vocational
training help keep ex-offenders out of prison ? From a researcher's
viewpoint, would question whether this is the essential question,
especially in a program marked by experimentation where we are still
groping for what works and what does not. Nevertheless, from the view-
point of an administrator with limited funds for operating purposes and
different programs crying for priority, such questions are significant.
I am pleased to note that, based on our limited experience, we can say
that vocational training and adjustment services do apparently help in
post-release employment and reduce recidivism rates.

At Rikers Island, where more than 80 percent of the subjects had
previous records of two or more arrests, the researchers measured reci-
divism based on return to jail within one year after release. Fifty-two
percent of the youths who received IBM data processing training did not
return to jail compared with only 34 percent of the men who did not re-
ceive training.

Even more significant, however, was the fact that we were able to
achieve progress with subgroups in the Rikers Island population who
had the poorest prognosis for success. In the case of the drug users
group, we had been forewarned not to include them because their "high
risk" rating precluded success. When all users, whether experimentals
or controls, in RYT were grouped together, they recidivated at a much
higher rate (71 percent) than non-users (49 percent). Analysis confined
to the user group revealed, however, that only 55 percent of those in
the training group returned to jail after one year as compared with 80
percent in the control group.

RYT also furnished research evidence that boys with a vocational
high school background could benefit; only 37 percent of the trainee
group with some years of vocational high school were jailed after one
year, compared with two-thirds of the controls. As you probably know,



many of the vocational schools attended by these boys have been dubbed
"dumping grounds" because of the practice of using these schools as
receiving centers for academic and behavioral "problems" from other
schools. However, in our manpower research studies, we have also
found that men with vocational school training find it valuable prepara-
tion for moving into skilled jobs, especially if the men have also had
some training under apprenticeship or an on-the-job training program,

Post-release employment data on 228 people from the training proj-
ect at Draper are just now being analyzed. Although there is no com-
parable information on a control group, there was an over-all low rate
of recidivism in the group, 80 percent of whom had a prior record of im-
pri sonment.

Underlying the favorable research evidence that recidivism rates
can be reduced through training, is the even more basic fact that youth-
ful offenders, even those in short-term correctional institutions, can
benefit from and absorb vocational training given in a prison setting.

MOTIVATION FOR TRAINING

In the manpower field, we are interested in studies which probe the
problem of motivating the disadvantaged to achieve positive attitudes
toward training and work. However, the majority of prisoners appar-
ently begin with favorable attitudes. They want, hope to get, and
when they are dischargedseek decent, steady jobs. But the fact is,
they are apt to be hampered in this by their pre-incarceration syndrome
of poor education, lack of skills, and sporadic employment experiences.
Unfortunately, the majority of released prisoners are not exposed to
meaningful training programs while in prison; therefore they usually
cannot break out of their old employment patterns. In the field of cor-
rections, it seems that disenchantment can set in early because the
system does not provide the wherewithal to achieve employment goals.

Dr. Daniel Glaser, in his definitive study, found that learning a
trade or in other ways preparing for a better job opportunity outside of
the prison was the first interest of most inmates at every prison studied,
and from his study of post-release activities he estimated that at least
90 percent of American prison releasees seek legitimate careers for a
month or more after they leave prison. I These findings ought to make

'Daniel Glaser, The Effectiveness of a Prison and Parole System (In-
dianapolis: The Bobbs-Merrill Co., Inc., 1964).

1

1

t



us devote considerable attention to the importance of training for jobs
with some skill component which offers promise of stable employment.

INMATING AND DESIGNING VOCATIONAL 'TRAINING PROGRAMS

In discussing the initiation and design of training programs, I wish
to single out several key areas. These include adjustments that may
be necessary on the part of the institution and its staff, the bases for
selection and assignment of inmates, and choosing the occupational
areas of training and course content. Because we have learned that
training is not the sole answer, that it must be backed up by a broad
spectrum of social and other supportive services, I have reserved these
for a separate discussion.

Institutional and Staff Roles

From our studies it is clear that the chances for the success of
training programs are directly related to the commitment to the program's
objectives from the chief administrator of the institution and all of his
staff. In RYT, because of the unique combination of research with an
ongoing training program, special efforts were made to explain the pro-
gram to top staff and to have them explain it down the line. We were
fortunate in having Dr. Anna Kross, then Commissioner of Correction in
New York City, working right alongside us, offering her wholehearted
and enthusiastic support for the RYT program. Her involvement helied
facilitate support from staff at all levels in the long run.

It would be a mistake, however, to gloss over some of the diffi-
culties encountered; it is not a simple matter to win unqualified support
overnight for programs which the institutional staff may resist because
of real or imagined interference with security routines or which tax-
payers may resent as coddling. On this last point, it is most encourag-
ing that some of the most responsive help has come from enlightened
citizens in the outside community.

At some point, it will be necessary to clarify the relationship be-
tween prison industries, institutional maintenance activities, and the
vocational training program. I do not wish to become enmeshed iii the
whole problem of differences in quality of programs which exist when
we discuss production by prison industries in state as against federal
institutions. Let me simply caution prospective administrators of train-
ing programs that you are the best judges as to whether the existing
system offers real opportunities for inmates to absorb training. If it



does not, I feel you are best advised to make a real distinction between
your vocational training program and prison production or maintenance
activities. The task of teaching a skill along with resocialization often
requires special teaching and treatment techniques removed from the
press of getting a particular job done.

Commitment of top staff will have little effect unless it is conveyed
to the people who are actually in contact with the inmates. To give
them the means for solid accomplishments, the functions and responsi-
bilities of staff members and their respective roles must be explored.
It is not easy to shake loose familiar, secure patterns of behavior in
any activity; it is probably more difficult when that activity itself is
maintaining security.

Selection for Training

We have learned as a result of research under our broad MDTA man-
power program to be extremely wary of any hard and fast criteria with
respect to the selection of applicants for training assignments. In the
past, IQ was a sacred cow; we have now learned it is far from the rela-
tively immutable measure it once was thought to be. I prefer to be
guided by Dr. Glaser's observation that despite the deficiencies in their
level of education, the intelligence of prisoners is not too different
from the general population. Paper and pencil tests have discriminated
most against many persons who, unfortunately, have been unwitting
victims of our drop-out, push-out school system.

In the limited experience we have had under our prison research
and experiment and demonstration studies, a wide range of approaches
has been used. Lorton's Project Challenge decided against the use of
traditional instruments such as ability and aptitude tests, interest in-
ventories, disciplinary reports, and offense categories. Instead any
inmate who expressed interest by filing an application form, met with
a counselor, discussed the different vocational areas, and then made
his choice from seven vocational areas.

At Rikers Island, we decided we would take only high school drop-
outs for the RYT program, provided, however, that they achieved a mini-
mum score on the IBM aptitude tests and on the Revised Beta Test of
Intelligence.

At Draper some tests are administered to prospective trainees, but
standard norms are not used to screen out individuals, and unless test
achievement is unusually sub-par, trainees are generally granted their
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training preference. Poor educational background did not seem to ham-

per 12 of the 14 Draper-trained welders who took and passed the Ameri-

can Welding Society's Examination for arc welder certification in the
building trades which was given on the institution's grounds. In private
industry, approximately two out of ten people pass this difficult test.

I should add that under our general research program we are prob-

ing whether it is meaningful for employers to insist that youngsters
have a high school diploma for the many jobs where this requirement
exists. Our prison training experience has already told us that the di-
ploma is, in many cases, a deliberate barrier to employmentnot a

genuine requirement.

The Vocational Course Offerings and Content

When the prison administrator has to pick and choose among the

various course offerings, perhaps the most decisive factor, and one to
which the researcher often pays the least attention, is the element of

cost. However, cost consideration aside, many special problems
exist in correctional institutions which have no counterpart elsewhere.
One of the most important lessons we learned under our regular MDTA

program was to train persons for jobs where the potential for actual em-
ployment is high. In corrections, however, you may first have to as-
certain if employment is barred because of a prison record. Ex-

prisoners, in certain localities, may be denied a driver's license, or
may be denied jobs in hotels or restaurants. The government has its
own set of restrictive rules, although at the federal level information
is now requested only on those arrests which were followed by convic-

tions. However, even a person with a record of criminal conviction

may be hired if adjudged a good employment risk.

I would agree in general that there has been some relaxation among
employers in giving priority to skills, and looking beyond a prison rec-

ord. However, I feel we still have some way to go. For example, a
survey conducted among 983 firms in 1966 by the Minnesota Division
of Adult Corrections found that almost 40 percent of the respondents in-
dicated at least a general reluctance to hire offenders for any position.
Another 28 percent would hire them for specific jobs only. At Draper,
staff personnel observed that the same employers who are willing to
employ ex-inmate graduates in entry level jobs may be unwilling to ad-
vance them to positions of responsibility.

While it is obvious that correctional administrators must give ser-
ious consideration to the foregoing in selecting vocational curriculums,
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he also has other problems. What is the occupational structure of thegeographic area to which the releasee will ultimately return? This is
especially important for federal prisons. Other general factors we havelearned to watch are the average duration of incarceration, and, of
course, the general age level of the institution's inmate population.

RYT alerted us to the preference that many employers have for train-ing and developing their own work forces. Prospective employers pre-ferred to hire for the lowest entry job. This would mean that training
which emphasizes core-type courses or the most basic skills may be
preferable to those where technical specialization is predominant.

The mix and timing of different kinds of course work is also impor-tant. Many inmates need remedial education in the "3 R's." How should
this be related to the skill training ? At Rikers Island, after some ex-
perimentation, it was found that the most efficient and attention-getting
method was one where alternative scheduling was followed, remedial
education classes given one day and vocational training the next. AtLorton, a complete integration was effected. The basic remedial edu-
cation component was made more meaningful not only by its content
being clearly relevant to tasks required on the job, but also by beingoffered in the shop classes rather than in the classroom. Under thisapproach, Lorton trainees' scores improved on a vocational education
curriculum test as much or more than control groups, in half the instruc-tion time or less.

Thus far, I have not mentioned the system of work release which
is being utilized so effectively, although on a limited scale, in federalprisons and in many state institutions. Under the Prisoner Rehabilita-
tionAct of 1965, the same legislation which authorized the work-release
program for federal correctional institutions, there are also provisions
for inmates to be released to attend educational classes and vocational
training courses in the community. The need to take advantage of thevast storehouse of training resources which are opened up by this Actis obvious. The number of vocational areas and the level of skill
training available to offenders will expand with increased use of the
facilities, and instructors in the free communities' schools and evencolleges.

SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

There is little doubt that adequate supportive services must be pro-vided so that the training effort can bear fruit. I shall refer only briefly
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to some approaches for furnishing basic supportive needs, since other
speakers will explore these more fully.

Placement and Job Development

Effective job development is the capstone of the entire process we
have been discussing. Staff in our projects have found that one of the
pervasive problems was overcoming the employers' stereotyped images
of ex-prisoners. This was met most effectively by inviting potential
employers to visit the training facilities. Resistance melted as they
came to appreciate the levels of skill developed through the programs.

To make the pioneering placements of the Rikers Island trainee-
graduates took an average of 30 mail, phone, or personal contacts per
placement. We do not have comparable figures from other projects but
evidence indicates that intensive efforts were necessary in all projects.

An essential feature of effective placement, aside from the match-
ing of skills with requirements, is to see that the employer or supervisor
is acquainted with the kinds of personal support the trainee is likely
to need, relative to day-to-day, on-the-job relationships. Let me sug-
gest that we take a leaf from our most recent experience under MDTA
and seriously consider the use of "job coaches, " to be available on a
one-to-one basis to help releasees cope with any kind of distressful
event that can affect their employment situation.

Advisory Committees

When advisory committees from labor and industry are used for
technical assistance in training programs they can form a very strong
bridge to the community in opening up job opportunities as well as mar-
shalling community support for the program in other areas, such as the
procurement of equipment, instructors for the institutional training, and
social services.

Social Services

Community social service agencies may assign low priority tp re-
quests for services to the multi-handica:k)ped ex-offender. However,
since they are likely to have served either the releasee or his family in
the past, they are in a good position to provide information on the re-
leasee and to deliver coordinated services to him. In RYT, we found the
shortage of social service facilities to be a major bottleneck; the RYT
staffers had to create their own helping agencies for ex-RYT trainees
in the community.
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Fidelity Bonding

Difficulties in obtaining jobs faced by trainees from our prison

projects led to an amendment to the MDTA to authorize a pilot bonding
program which uses federal funds to subsidize bonding for ex-offenders
unable to obtain commercial bonding. Bonds under this program were
used by only 5 percent of the Draper graduates, but job developers here
as elsewhere report that many employers hire releasees without bond,
after learning that the individuals are in fact bondable.

Counseling

Counseling activity cannot be completely divorced from other ac-
tivities. It may be related to the job search, e.g., to interview behav-

ior, to daily working relationships, or to personal problems. In the

community, as in the prison, voluntary personnel such as Vista volun-

teers, given proper orientation, can play a strong role as helping agents
in the inmates' post-release adjustment process. This is documented

in the Lorton report.

Incentives to Learning

Learning needs to become a rewarding experience for inmates in-

stead of a humiliating one which repeats past failures. Incentives can
be built into the learning process itself, since the ultimate incentive
a job outsidecan seem very distant and unreal to the inmate. Incen-

tives offered trainees have included program insignia, proficiency cer-
tificates, class trophies, access to trade journals and periOdicals, and

graduation exercisesin addition to monetary incentives. The latter,

at Draper, was found to increase academic achievement, as measured
by the number of tests passed during training;

Loan Funds

Funds are a pressing need for most individuals beginning with their
first day of release. The usual "gate money" is inadequate. Some loan

or grant arrangements have been established with varying degrees of

success. However since loans will not be repaid in full in all cases,
a revolving fund arrangement which has built-in flexibility, is recom-
mended.

The corrections system is in a unique and transitional stage today.

In effect, prison institutions are being asked to truly correct what the
established institutions in the free sector of our society have been un-

able to accomplish to take the most disadvantaged in our society and



give them new skills and new hope so they will "make it" on their next
try as free citizens. In this task, you have wisely asked for university
support to help improve the skills of personnel in correctional institu-
tions and to attract those with broader training to help provide the di-
verse services needed by offenders. Many prison administrators have
already demonstrated their willingness to cooperate in finding new ways
to educate, train, and help restore offenders to community life.

As one engaged in administering manpower programs, I know that
our objective of providing more trained manpower will be strengthened
in direct proportion to the success of your efforts. There is probably
no more potent tool with which we can provide a man bent on redeeming
himself, than the confidence and self-respect that can come with mas-
tery of a skill and a job which utilizes that skill. I realize, as you
well do, that we have been able to muster only limited resources thus
far in this effort. We in the manpower field hope to continue to share
with you in accumulating the knowledge needed to make further progress
and hope that ultimately we shall have resources commensurate with
the requirements of this vast venture in human reclamation.
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DISCUSSION

JAMES C. JACKS
REHABILITATION SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

I certainly appreciate the opportunity of participating in a confer-
ence concerned with such a vital and urgent subject. It is a special
honor to me to discuss Mr. Aller's presentation which I found most in-
formative. Mr. Aller's interest in corrections and the high priority he
places on dissemination and utilization of research findings is well
known and respected.

Since I am limited to only a few minutes discussion, I will restrict
my remarks to a single important aspect of Mr. Aller's paper and its
relevancy to research in vocational rehabilitation.

Mr. Aller, in discussing the legislative authorization for research
and demonstration projects under the Manpower Development and Train-
ing Act, states: "Hopefully, it will prove the feasibility of establish-
ing a full-scale, regularly funded, vocational training program in pris-
ons." Unfortunately, this has not always proven to be the case in many
federally funded research and demonstration projects. All too often we
accumulate considerable research data from both basic and applied re-
search, but we do not follow it up in practice. One of the desired out-
comes of a research project, after its feasibility and usefulness have
been demonstrated, is its assumption by an ongoing agency as a regular
activity, perhaps on a broader scale than the original project. Achieve-
ment of this desired outcome, however, should be considered not only
at the conclusion of a project, but also before the project is initiated
in the proposal. The funding agency of a project should obtain a policy
commitment from the operating agency to insure that steps are taken to
promote implementation and continuation after research and demonstra-
tion support has been phased out. Unless someone is responsible for
seeing that such steps are taken, considerable lag or the complete
dropping of a successful project can be expec/

The vocationalrehabilitation program is unique, or possibly a bet-
ter word would be fortunate, in that it has an ongoing service program
through which to disseminate and utilize the findings gained from re-
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search. The mainstay of the vocational rehabilitation program has tra-
ditionally been the direct rehabilitation services provided to clients
under the basic support program. Furthermore, the vocational rehabili-
tation research and demonstration program has existed as an integral
and essential part of this program. The effectiveness of the research
program in vocational rehabilitation has best been measured by its im-
pact on program developmentand program development in the area of
correctional rehabilitation is experiencing unusually dramatic growth.

A good example of the successful incorporation of a research proj-
ect into an ongoing vocational rehabilitation service program is one
conducted by the South Carolina Department of Vocational Rehabilitation.
The primary purpose of this project was to discover what policies, pro-
gram innovation, therapeutic procedures, and personnel were necessary
to successfully serve the public offender. Data regarding the first 625
offenders referred to the project staff were analyzed. Of these 625 re-
ferrals, 413 accepted service, 232 continued to participate throughout
the program, and 160 were successfully rehabilitated. The project was
conducted for a three-year period. Additional follow-up information
was obtained regarding the vocational adjustment of the first 112 project
clients rehabilitated. The following are a few of the variables examined:

1. the influence of class variables such as age, race, sex, educa-
tion, and vocational level on clients' participation and success
in the project;

2. whether the nature or severity of offenses committed influenced
rehabilitation;

3. the influence of home and family conditions on rehabilitation;

4. an inventory of the range of medical, psychiatric, and psycho-
logical diagnostic services provided clients in order to deter-
mine needs and to build a body of knowledge about this popula-
tion; and

5. follow-up information regarding successfully rehabilitated
clients in order to determine their attitudes toward their jobs,
relationships with co-workers, and their productivity as eval-
uated by their employers.

The following are some of the significant results and suggestions
which were formulated as a result of both clinical observations and
statistical analysis:
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1. Personality characteristics and needs are more important as vo-
cational determinants than intelligence, interests, or aptitudes.

2. The public offender tends to perform better in concrete, non-
judgmental jobs than in employment where abstract conceptual-
izing is required.

3. Jobs which produce immediate satisfaction seem to be best
suited for this type of client.

4. Long-term, high-level training goals do not usually lead to
satisfactory job placement.

5. The counselor should use the dependency needs of certain
clients as a means of encouraging them to continue in the re-
habilitation program.

6. job stability seems greatest in employment which enables the
offender's hostility to be discharged in a harmless fashion.

7. Goals and plans developed while clients are institutionalized
are usually modified or abandoned soon after release.

ri spaakin cl on *his prwect, Dr. Dal Beckman, director of the South
Carolina Vocational Rehabilitation Department, states: "Through this
experimental program, we in South Carolina have sought to demonstrate
that knowledge and skills developed by vocational rehabilitation through
the years can be translated into rehabilitation services for persons who
have been convicted of legal transgressions. "1 This has certainly
proven to be the case. The incorporation of this research project into
the ongoing vocational rehabilitation program has resulted in one of the
most extensive vocational rehabilitation programs for public offenders
in the country.

The achievement of this type of effective use of research is accom-
plished only through comprehensive planning at the proposal stage of a
research project. A research and demonstration project should be form-
ulated to include a complete cycle of research and applicationbegin-
ning with basic research, proceeding to demonstration of new techniques,
and concluding with the continued operation of the project if it is found
feasible and useful.

C. S. Chandler, & B. A. Sandick, Rehabilitating Public Offenders
(Columbia: South Carolina Vocational Rehabilitation Department, 1968).
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JACOB J. KAUFMAN
THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY

The purpose of these comments is to raise issues for discussion
rather than to be critical of the paper presented by Mr. Al ler.

It seems to me that in a discussion of the education and training
of persons in correctional institutions there is a tendency to assume
that if a man is given general education and specific skill training, he
will be well prepared to return to and participate in society. This is
similar to the approach usually found in vocational education in the
secondary schools. It would appear from the results of research con-
ducted in the whole area that education and training may be a necessary,
but not a sufficient, condition for the rehabilitation of offenders who
are in correctional institutions. It would be desirable, in this connec-
tion, to develop experimental programs to determine what other condi-
tions are necessary.

In an experiment to be conducted by the Institute for Research on
Human Resources, The Pennsylvania State University, an attempt will
be made to determine whether the teaching of humanities will help
youthful offenders to rebuild and revitalize their understanding of them-
selves and the meaning of their lives. Can the insights and wisdom of
creative artists change the negative self-concepts of these youths so
that they can acquire a sense of personal identity ?

This project, financed by the National Foundation for the Arts and
Humanities, points to the direction in which education and training
must go if we are to truly rehabilitate offenders and minimize recidivism.

This approach, recognized by some as worthwhile for exploration,
will have to take place in a social and political environment which is
growing more hostile to the treatment of offenders to society. The cur-
rent emphasis on "law and order," criticism of Supreme Court decisions
which have been concerned with the individual rights of offenders, and
the public's concern over "coddling" of offenders, all tend to resist
the new (and presumably correct) approaches.

Another obstacle is the internal resistance in correctional institu-
tions to changes in their educational and training programs. In many
institutions there has developed a "humaneness" toward the offender,
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and the personnel, after considerable resistance, has been able to in-
troduce better education and training programs. For such personnel an
examination of the adequacy of their programsmeasured by successful
rehabilitationis exceedingly (and understandably) difficult.

Finally, a new approach might bring the new curriculum into con-
flict with the security needs of the institution, a problem not easily
resolved.

In general, it is suggested that a radical revision take place in the
thinking of the types of educational programs necessary to assist the
offender in making an appropriate adjustment to society. The willing-
ness of the federal government to support such programs is to be com-
mended. But the approach must be broadened and the programs must be
conducted at the state and local levels, where the needs are greatest
and where the resources are most limited.
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THE MANAGEMENT OF TRANSITION
FROM JAIL TO COMMUNITY
CLYDE E. SULLIVAN
STATEN ISLAND MENTAL HEALTH SOCIETY AND
NEW JERSEY COLLEGE OF MEDICINE

In the long view of historical development, the practice of using
imprisonment as a way of punishing law breakers is, relatively, a mod-
ern development. Until the nineteenth century, jails were places where
offenders were held to ensure their presence at trial or execution. In
those days, if a person was found guilty and was sentenced to a lesser
punishment than death, he might have a hand or finger chopped off, or
be branded, flogged, or perhaps banished. The idea of substituting
imprisonment as a punishment appeared in the early part of the nine-
teenth century as a reaction against the brutality of these ancient pun-
ishments and as part of the new evaluation of human life that began to
emerge as a powerful influence in that era. The idea that this confine-
ment could be used as a means to correct the offender, to incline him
towards penitence and conformity, followed as a corollary. In Pennsyl-
vania, the Quakers developed a carefully reasoned and logically de-
signed structure and philosophy to facilitate such penitence and change.
They believed that if an offender were isolated from all human contact,
made to toil with his hands in loneliness, and given ample time for quiet
reflection, Bible reading, and introspection, he would, from within
himself, be able to discover the error of his ways and repent, returning
to society with an inward commitment to abide by the law.

This treatment did not produce the results for which the kindly
Quakers had hoped. The depersonalization and loss of human perspec-
tive caused by such deliberate, total isolation were so pervasive and
the effects of unremitting toil at boring, unrewarding work were so de-
structive that the primary operational elements of the system had to be
dropped.

Subsequent modifications eased the intensity of isolation and re-
duced the amount of gross personal damage that could be identified as
an outgrowth of the pattern of treatment. However, the basic dynamics
of the interaction between society and the convict were not altered, and
many of the more subtle assaults on the integrity of the individual were
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retained with varying degrees of awareness among professionals as to
what had been retained and what had been dropped.

Moreover, by the time that there was general awareness that all of
the implications of using imprisonment as punishment had not been an-
ticipated correctly, a masse re investment had been made. Hundreds
of highly expensive, escape-proof jails and prisons had been erected.
Built with tons of stone, steel, and concrete, they were constructed to
withstand assault from within and from without. They were built to
lastand they have! A few states had the courage to admit publicly
that they had made a mistake and, though it was costly, demolished
these structures and started to build anew. Other jurisdictions at-
tempted piecemeal adaptations and have tried to rationalize traditional
architecture and programs with modern thought or have rejected new
ideas as impractical. Thus, for example, the original prototype of the
Pennsylvania plan at Cherry Hills still stands and is in use in Phila-
delphia. Similarly in Connecticut, a jail built in Revolutionary War
days is still in active use. Those are only two of the most dramatic
examplesthere are many others scattered throughout the country.

We also continue to face the same dilemma that faced the early
managers of these now aging bastilles. We know how to hold people
securely. In fact, technically we have "improved" in this respect; our
steel is more escape-proof, and we now have a variety of electronic
devices for watching, locking and unlocking, detecting weapons and
contraband, etc., but we still struggle with the problem of how to hold
people without damaging them in the process, and we still do not know
how to let go!

Nearly a century ago, Gabriel Tarde described this dilemma. His
words are as pertinent today as they were when he wrote them.

Malefactors are a peculiar type of big game, which we find very
difficult to capture, which we do not know what to do with when
captured, and which it is as dangerous to release as it is embar-
rassing to hold. To transfer a man abruptly from a hermetically
closed cell to the full liberty of the released offender, or rather of
the predestined recidivist, is like making an invalid who has been
bedridden for several months get up and go out to run in the open
air.

I want to consider two sets of definitions which I believe are in-
strumental in maintaining the unhappy balance of this predicament.
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st, the conception of Man which underlies our use of imprison-
as assumed an innate malevolence in human nature. In recent
this ancient concept has been phrased in quite sophisticated

by social scientists as well as by theologians, but the basic
criptions for action on the part of society differ from earlier pre-
ptions only in being more humane. The role played by social insti-
ons based upon such a conception is essentially repressive in shar-
er. It implies that the chief occupation of the family, the school,

e church, the community, and correctional institutions is to inhibit
nd control. Under these circumstances, deviance generally is defined
s resulting from personal rather than from institutional deficiency.

Responsibility and criticism can be deflected from the social structure
and focused upon shortcomings in the individual deviant. The prescrip-
tion for treatment is straightforward and simple. Individual deficiencies
should be diagnosed; within practical limits, whatever is missing should
be supplied. The possibilities and combinatLins are nearly unlimited.
They range from individual psychotherapy through remedial education,
vocational training, and work experience to various physical therapies
and interventions. All this should take place within a stable, con-
trolled institutional framework which minimizes conflict between society
and the deviant and which provides a predictable pattern of reward and
punishment so that the individual will internalize these values and as-
sign legitimacy to the rules and regulations of his society. Despite
their apparent scope and complexity, these prescriptions are essentially
conservative and tend to justify and perpetuate prevailing patterns of
cultural, societal, and institutional practice.

A second set of definitions contributing to the present ambiguity
and "irrational equilibrium" maintained by modern correctional practice
is concerned with the role of work in the lives of prisoners. The use
of work as punishment considerably antedates the use of imprisonment
as punishment. In Roman times, for example, public offenders often
were sentenced to work in the mines or to other heavy, demeaning, and
arduous work that was deemed to be beneath the dignity of a citizen.
Similarly, in seafaring cultures, offenders might be sentenced to serve
a term in the galleys. Surveillance, chaining, and other restrictions
of liberty were conceived simply as practical measures necessary to
make sure that the sentence was carried to completion and that labor
was provided. One essential feature of such sentences was that the
convict worked without payment or compensation. He received the mini-
mum amount of food, clothing, and care required to maintain his poten-
tial economic value.
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The classical judicial phrase "Condemned to X number of years in
the galleys, on rations and without pay" sums up the basic features of
a formula that spans time and has been invoked repeatedly across the
centuries with only minor variations arising from cultural or technolog-
ical differences. Thus, one modern criminologist has suggested that
"...the convict condemned to hard labour was the galley-slave on land,
removed from the sea more because of progress in navigation than for
any reason connected with progress in penology. "

As a basic formula for dealing with certain categories of offenders,
this practice and orientation toward work continued as an explicit,
formally accepted pattern well into the nineteenth century. Further,
although it has been repudiated officially by most criminologists and
correctional administrators in, the twentieth century, it still exists as
an awkward residual of beliefs and practices which frequently is ration-
alized but which continues to exert a significant influence on practical
operations in every correctional system of the world.

The penal reforms which began in the latter part of the eighteenth
century did not challenge basic attitudes and conceptions about the
role of work in a prison setting. Instead, many ancient themes were
retained and assimilated. It required little conceptual modification to
accept the idea that the restriction of liberty which had been incidental
to forced labor could itself be a punishment. Since most men avoided
painful, degrading work, it was assumed that such work might have 4
"repressive" effect and would reinforce the pressures required to bring
an offender to a "penitential" frame of mind. Work thus became a
stressful, humiliating intensification of the sentence. The ultimate
expression of this point of view came somewhat later as prisons were
barred legally from engaging in productive activities that would bring
them into competition with the production of the free labor market.
When this happened, the prescription requiring prisoners to work was
retained, but now they were caused to labor at hard, monotonous tasks
which were useless and unproductive, e.g., moving rocks from one
side of an enclosure to another.

At firSt glance, it may seem somewhat contradictory to note that
this peculiar blend of attitudes about work and punishment in prison
emerged during the same period of time as the democratic revolution.
Early in this period John Locke, for example, had argued that labor was
the basis for the right to private property. He believed that "...every
man has a property in his own person. The labor of his body and the
work of his hands... are properly his." Whatever man was able to take
from nature, from the common domain that was God's gift to mankind,
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by his own labor rightfully became his property. Similarly, Adam Smith
declared that "...the property which every man has in his own labor,
as it is the original foundation of all other property, so it is the most
sacred and inviolable. "

I am inclined to believe that it was partly because of this concep-
tion of the relationship between productive work and the right to partici-
pate in political life that prison work came to be defined differently and
was more closely related to punishment than to work in general. Thus,
if the right to work is conceived as a democratic right, inseparable from
the rights of citizenship, a convicted thief might be held to have abdi-
cated his claim to equal rights to work because he did not support him-
self as a good citizen by honest labor. In support of this trend of
thought, we may note that Immanuel Kant, writing during this period,
took the position that "...every one who is compelled to maintain him-
self not according to his own industry, but as arranged by others... are
without civil personality, and their existence is only, as it were, in-
cidentally included in the state. " While Kant was talking primarily
about women, children, and apprentices, his words aptly describe the
limbo occupied by many convicts of that era.

There were also some milder voices during that period of develop-
ment, John Howard among them, who argued that diligent participation
in meaningful work while in prison would be a more effective means of
promoting moral and social rehabilitation of prisoners.

Over the intervening years, there has been increasing acceptance
of the idea that work should not be used as punishment, but as a meth-
od of treating offenders. Even so, many reservations are expressed
with regard to the practicality of this concept. For example, during the
First United Nations Congress (Geneva, 1955) which adopted a resolu-
tion to the effect that "work is not to be conceived as additional pun-
ishment but as a means of furthering the rehabilitation of the prisoner. . . ."
One of the leading criminologists of the world "...declared that he was
bound to admit, taking an exact and realistic view, that in certain
cases, especially where short terms of imprisonment were involved, the
question was not so much that of giving treatment in the strict sense
as simply of keeping the prisoner occupied and maintaining order in the
establishment... precisely for treatment purposes some prisoners should
be excluded from working... " and finally, "...that the unskilled work
provided by the majority of prisons could hardly be considered as treat-
ment for those who, before coming to the prison, had been qualified
workers."
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There also are contradictions between theory and practice. Thus,
there are still laws which allow men to be sentenced to "separate and
solitary confinement at hard labor" and while it is a rarity, since most
prison administrators do not follow the letter of the law, it is still pos-
sible to find examples of the older, harsh practices.

The problems with which we are struggling arise in part because
we have not decided whether the work required for the maintenance of
society is to be interpreted uniformly across all levels of society as a
curse or as a blessing. This is unfortunate because work and occupa-
tion are linked to social status in our industrial society and have a pro-
found effect on the development of self-confidence, personal identity,
and the capacity to be an effective self-manager. Further, man and
society tend to interact in ways which cause him to become what his
fellowmen imply that he is now.

Therefore, if society seriously desires to reduce recidivism, pris-
oners should have an opportunity to know that work, or training for work,
has the same nature, as much meaning, and the same social value as
work or training in the free community. The right of society to punish
the offender and to restrict his freedom may limit the full exercise of
his right to work but should not deprive him of that right. The problem
of competition between his work and the work of the free world outside
should not be judged strictly as an economic matter but should be ap-
proached as a fundamental problem of respect for human rights. Finally,
the idea that work in prison is more closely related to punishment than
to general patterns of work in the world at large should be abandoned
completely.

Social beliefs and the legal codes and procedures which have
evolved to control human behavior rarely are changed by social scien-
tists delivering papers or reporting on research findings at scientific
meetings. Human beliefs and laws change only as persistent, serious
problems or crises appear to challenge prevailing systems and codes.
Even then, unless the crisis is large enough or insistent enough t
shatter the code, it is probable that whatever legislation is generate
will be aimed at reducing specific problems rather than solving gener
underlying causes. The simple fact is that society clings to tradition
concepts long after meaning has been lost, hoping that things can
patched up and made to last a little longer. One of the most diffic
of all human tasks is the task of taking a mass of well-known infor
tion and reorganizing it so that it can be viewed in new ways.
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So, I am not overly optimistic that society is going to quickly
solve the basic underlying contradictions in the correctional dilemma.
For some time to come I expect that most prisoners detained or sentencedin the jails and prisons of the United States will be damaged by theexperience.

Many kindly, dedicated, and intelligent people are working veryhard to design, staff, and administer correctional institutions to offset
the possibility of such damage and to make the institutions into effec-
tive rehabilitation centers. To this end, educational training and treat-
ment programs have been developed and tailored to the needs of the
various individuals and offender populations. Therapeutic communities
and group counseling and review programs which use peer group rela-
tionships and group dynamics to develop responsibility and personal
strength have been instituted. All these usually are beneficial and im-
portant activities. Often they have stimulated remarkable changes and
achievements in individuals. But even in those instances, there is no
evidence that the injury inflicted by imprisonment itself has been elim-inated.

I am not denying the importance of these institutional rehabilitation
programs. I think it would be unfair to expect that they could do morethan slow the process of prisonization. At best this might occur as a
by-product of their major function. For the most part, these efforts are
designed as compensatory programs to compensate for deficiencies that
were present prior to incarceration. The point is, that when a living
organism is immobilized, vitality is impaired. This is true even when
immobilization is required for the welfare of the organism, as with a
broken bone immobilized in a cast.

Since we have no better solution than to handicap and immobilize
certain categories of offenders and since we can only slow and explain
the atrophy and impairment that results, we must take responsibility
for providing the structure, support, and opportunity for restoration.
At the present time in our society, I do not believe this can be accom-
plished within an institution because it requires a transactional rela-
tionship with society and with responsible people in the community
which only can be artificially approximated in an institutional setting.

The core of successful social restoration is most reasonably built
around relationships with the world of work. Although social class and
subcultural values introduce some variations, self-management as anadult is dependent upon the effectiveness with which the adult can es-
tablish transactional relationships which are meaningful in his terms
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with the world of work. To be free of the threat that social agencies
maybe able to intervene and take over his life, he must develop a suc-
cessful style and pattern in these transactions, negotiating for enough
money to meet his needs, to pay his bills, and to be able to open him-
self to the vulnerability of caring for others who may be dependent upon
him.

The mere acquisition of skills for which there are openings in the
job market will not cause inmates to perceive human relationships from
the viewpoint of free citizens working in similar jobs. But, if training
can be related to job placement in the community where there is a
chance of altering reference group relationships, post-release associa-
tions, and inmate perceptions of alternative patterns of response, train-
ing can be used as a springboard to change. Training young men to be
IBM operators, as we did, may not affect criminality directly, but it
does open the possibility of a new look at the world of work and opens
the individual to different experiences and new options in deciding how
he might spend his life. Further, such special programming provides
an opportunity to manage the transition from jail to community so that
ex-prisoners can be moved into situations which are dominated by es-
sentially noncriminal social relationships. If they can be supported in
that transition so the experience is successful and rewarding, the so-
cial situation can be a base for developing identification with non-
criminal persons, values, and resources. Such experiences and com-
mitments reduce the likelihood of recurrent delinquency. Ordinarily,
both the working situation and the home neighborhood of the released
offender are saturated with attitudes and structural elements conducive
to delinquency.

In the Social Restoration and Wakoff Research Centers of the Staten
Island Mental Health Society, we have begun to see that we can estab-
lish a network of social relationships and a condition of enough mutual
trust so that ex-prisoners will risk the strain of such a social restora-
tion experience. Our first experiences were not altogether successful,
however. When we first placed ex-prisoners in high quality, good
paying jobs, we found that they were:

1. Ambivalent about aspiring to new work roles and identifications;

2. Upset by the emotional and social demands generated by the
flow of work in ordinary work settings;

3. Handicapped in the personal-social reorganization required for
self-regulated performance by deeply entrenohed psychological
defenses and social techniques; and
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4. Returning to family and friendship nntterns which reinforced
older self-concepts and hindered the aevelopment of new per-
ceptions and adjustments.

Some employers and surveys have suggested that offenders are not
motivated to work. Our experience in Restoration of Youth through
Training, however, indicates that it is not so much a matter of motiva-
tion as lack of self-confidence and willingness to risk the losses and
stress that can occur as a result of radical shifts in social roles. For
example, one of the initial surprises for the RYT job placement staff
was that subjects who were interested, enthusiastic, and successful
during the training phases were distinctly reluctant, and apparently
unmotivated, to seek jobs in data processing after release. One such
boy who had been given a $500 scholarship by a private technical
school to continue study suddenly stopped going to the school and did
not tell anyone about it. Later, in the follow-up interview, he said
simply, "...I was scared ... of the teacher and everybody....I didn't
think I was going to make it." Yet the school's records showed that
he was doing reasonably well. The young adult who has no feeling of
mastery and competence is not likely to appear motivated.

Other attitudes generate similar effects. Another trainee com-
mented, "I'd get to wondering how many of them knew about my rec-
ord.... " The problems of transition which are implied in this expres-
sion of anxiety are potent factors in the work situation which reduces
comfort, concentration, and effectiveness. The dynamics are almost
identical to those reported by minority group persons facing integrated
work settings. Of course, when the ex-prisoner happens to be a mem-
ber of a racial minority, as was true for many RYT subjects, there is
potential double preoccupation and anxiety.

Even when work activities and the job itself are interesting, the
ex-prisoner may have difficulty in contending with people on the job.
Thus, when one of the RYT trainees was pressed for an explanation of
why he had left a job in an IBM unit of a large company for a series of
low paying, short-term jobs, he made the following explanation:
"Well...I have this walk... kind of a swinging, jiving, walk like, ...
and my supervisor, she didn't like it ....She didn't want me to do it
when I took things to other departments."

Raising employability levels for young men entering the labor market
after serving time in jail is essentially a problem of stimulating and
managing an upward social mobility. This does not imply an intention
to transmit a broad range of middle-class values to lower-class and
working-class youth. Rather, what is required is a new social role in
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work, with enough support, and a sufficiently detailed script for per-
forming the new social role in the work setting so that the individual
can "pass" or adapt successfully. Further, more than a single, iso-
lated block of service is needed. Continuity of service really begins
in the jail and extends beyond the first job in the community. The pre-
scription for action on the part of the social restoration worker is two-
fold: First, the worker is to establish or renew a network of social
relationships and access to social resources needed by the ex-prisoner
for acceptable functioning in the community; second, the task of social
restoration is essentially one of helping develop an awareness and cer-
tainty of personal identity, consistency, and continuity as a result of
successful transactions in a daily work experience in the free commun-
ity.

At b ;minimum, the worker charged with social restoration responsi-
bilities must have sound working relationships with the legal agencies
who can intervene in the life of the 'ex-prisoner, access to other social
service agencies in the community, access to the world of work and to
entry-level jobs with career ladder potential, and the capacity to trans-
fer these relationships and opportunities to his client.

Relationships with legal agencies: An ex-prisoner is likely to continue
to have official contacts with police, courts, and probation and parole
officers. Because these can be powerful influences in his life, it is
important to establish direct working relationships with personnel in
other agencies so that policies can be coordinated, and procedures and
decisions can be shared in order to reduce conflict and surprise.

Relationships with other social agencies: The bocial restoration worker
operating from a base in corrections must develop sound working rela-
tions with the family of social agencies in his community. There has
been anunfortunate tendency for corrections to seek to develop its own
full array of services because they have been relatively isolated from
resources already existing in the community. This has resulted in
understaffed, underbudaeted, and makeshift duplication. Moreover, it
tends to create a situation which increases the chances that the ex-
prisoner will be labeled publicly and treated differently. Such a pat-
tern undermines the basic objectives of social restoration. The ex-
prisoner should have an opportunity to learn to operate within the same
expectancies faced by other workers. Finally, employers are besieged
with multiple requests for jobs by representatives of many handicapped
groups. Even if corrections develops its own placement service, it is
likely to be at the bottom of the totem pole in approaching employers.
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If correctional agencies are to become an accepted member of the
family of social service agencies in the community, they must establish
reciprocal relationships which allow other agencies to influence what
happens to the clients who are shared.

Access to the world of work: This is essentially the business of job
development. We really don't know as much as we think we should
about this area. We do know, however, that job development entails
much more than "job finding." A job finder, for example, is apt to turn
up a large number of openings but will complain that you are not supply-
ing him with the right kind of people to fill the jobs. The job developer,
on the other hand, may be working to engineer openings where none
existed, or toredefine qualifications, or to reduce meaningless restric-
tions, etc. This obviously is a complex assignment, requiring a per-
son of skill and knowledge in the world of work and the world of social
restoration.

It is of prime importance to know who the gatekeepers to jobs really
are and the nature of the gatekeeping assignments. Access to some
jobs is controlled exclusively by the employers. Access to other jobs
is possible only through unions or trade associations. Sometimes it is
possible to avoid some of these gatekeepers. Thus, in RYT at the out-
set, since we were dealing with a single work skill, it was possible to
negotiate with specific employers. Subsequently, however, when mul-
tiple entries to the world of work were required, it became mandatory
to deal with a variety of gatekeepers. There was a need for knowledge
of shifts in the hiring climate, sympathetic employers, and ways of
getting support from employees, and for a network of relationships that
were not available in the correctional system. In this more complex
world, it became necessary to have the guidance and strength of an
Advisory Committee of Management and Organized Labor Unions.

The more that is known about the selection and hiring problems of
any single employer, the more effective the job developer is likely to
be. For example, we found a number of employers who were willing to
hire ex-prisoners but were afraid that unions or other employees would
be resistant. In some cases we were able to bridge some of these gaps.

Only when there is such a base of knowledge, sound communica-
tion, and awareness of problems is there a chance to modify, redefine,
and engineer jobs for our peculiarly handicapped group. A job which is
currently viewed as a dead end may be redefined as a step on a career
ladder.
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Sometimes our job developers were able to modify hiring restric-
tions. For example, unrealistic educational requirements may be a

barrier. If an employer can be caused to review the educational levels
actually required for performance in an entry level position, some open-
ings can be created. Particularly where skill shortages exist is there
an opportunity to modify prejudices and unnecessary hiring restrictions.
Similarly, restrictions sometimes block access to career ladders, e.g.,
civil service for ex-inmates.

A skilled job developer who knows the community, the labor market,

and the employers may show how the time of a skilled employee can be

used more efficiently by separating out tasks requiring a lesser order
of experience and skill. These lesser order tasks may then be organ-
ized into an entry-level job. Such redefinition and creation of jobs
requires a high degree of acceptance from employers and demands a

detailed and up-to-date knowledge of the specific working situation.
In our experience, only the Advisory Committee and the unions who
engaged themselves with our problems were effective in taking this

approach. Retired union men were particularly useful.

It is probably misleading ,to describe such service functions as
job development. The employer develops the jobthe correctional per-
son is a catalyst.

Incidentally, if you start using people like this to redefine work
roles in the community, you must be prepared to modify training pro-
grams to mesh with the realities of the world of work as they are dis-
covered and identified. Thus, in one project, tar Advisory Committee
reworked our curriculaupdating and reshaping the program to keep

pace with the job market.

Two final requisites should be noted in mounting a social restora-
tion service: The client himself must be intimately and directly engaged
with the process of decision-making and should be aware of the frame
of reference being used to guide decisions.

This requires a clear and coordinated understanding on the part of
staff and a general commitment to social restoration philosophy and
objectives.
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Dr. Sullivan's paper began with a resume of our correctional heri-
tage. It is significant that he started with the correctional tradition,
for it is this very tradition which conflicts with our potential for real
progress, leaves us mired in the past, and serves to channel our efforts
without reference to the enormous social and political changes of our
time. While tradition is often comforting to those of us in corrections,
it is unrealistic to address the mounting problems of crime and delin-
quency by application of principles and methods developed decades ago
and which have not, since their inception, evoked more than minimal
change. Correctional systems will have to change, however, if for no
other reason than the increased number of offenders being processed
through them. Our tradition suggests that we make the necessary
changes by increasing probation and parole staff, prison personnel, and
related activities. If these be the nature of the changesmore of what
we now havewe will be relying on a view of the past without a real-
istic view of the future.

The relatively young field of corrections in the United States
probation, institutions, and parole all includedhas evolved a series of
traditions which has become so institutionalized that it now takes the
form of a correctional folklore or mythology.

I have traced elsewhere the history of the 50-unit concept for cor-
rectional workloads,' and while it is clear that this standard emerged
almost 50 years ago, it has not yet been subjected to rigid scrutiny.
Yet, the concept is firmly entrenched in our thinking; budgets for op-
erating agencies, testimony before governmental bodies, standards for
practice, and projections for future operational needs all center about
the number "50." And it must be emphasized that there is no empirical

'Robert M. Carter and Leslie T'. Wilkins, "Some Factors in Sentenc-
ing, " Journal of Criminal Law, Criminology, and Police Science,
58 (1967).
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justification for this or, for that matter, any other numberincluding
the recent "35" recommended by the President's Crime Commission.

Tradition also dictates the design and utilization of the pre sentence
report process in our courts. A recently prepared and sophisticated
guide to the preparation of presentence reports by the Administrative
Office of the United States Courts3 is but the latest evolutionary formu-
lation emerging from a concept which dates back to the 1910 efforts of
William Healy.3 The primary purpose of the presentence report is to
aid the decision-makers in the judicial and correctional process by
providing data on the character and personality of the offender, "to of-
fer insight into his problems and needs, to help understand the world
in which he lives, to learn about his relationships with people, and to
discover those salient factors that underlie his specific offense and
conduct in general. j4 The report has many uses: to assist the court
in imposing a judgment consistent with its dual responsibility to society
and the defendant, to aid the probation officer in his rehabilitative ef-
forts during the period of supervision, to enable institutional personnel
to better plan and implement classification, treatment, and prerelease
programs, to provide relevant data to paroling authorities during their
deliberation, and to enable parole officers to better utilize the period
of conditional freedom of the cgfender for re-entry into society.

Usage of the presentence report is now so widespread and its im-
portance so well recognized that little attention is focused upon its
latent aspects. The report has become a normal, almost routine part of
the processing of offenders, and as such, is almost free from scrutiny.
Perhaps the only conflict remaining is the issue of confidentiality and
this relates more to the rights and protectioft of offenders than to the
document itself.

2 Division of Probation, Administrative Office of the United States
Courts, The Presentence Investigation Report (Washington: U.S. Gov-
ernment Printing Office, 1965).

3 William Healy, "The Individual Study of the Young Criminal," Journal
of the American Institute of Criminal Law and Criminology, 1 (May
1910)

4 Division of Probation, The Presentence..., p. 1.
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Recent evidence suggests, however, that the presentence process
should be examined in depth with primary attention directed toward therelevance of certain data for decision-making by those engaged in the
administration of justice and corrections. This "relevance of data" iscritical. In view of the very narrow range of alternatives available tothe decision-makers, it appears that our current information-collectioneffort is far ahead of the options we have to utilize the information.
Courts generally have three sentencing alternatives (decisions) avail-ableprobation, jail, or imprisonment. Without commentary on the in-adequacy of probation as frequently practiced, the ineptness of jailsin achieving stated correctional goals, or the fact that prisons produce
as much criminality as they prevent, the selection of available alterna-tives can be made with far less information than is currently collected.

The same is true for probation officer decision-making. Large,
undifferentiated caseloads and few courses of action available relatingto treatment render detailed data on offenders almost irrelevant. Insti-
tution staff, limited in number and handicapped by an absence of real-istic rehabilitation programs and financial resources, have only a minorrange of options. A paroling authority with two alternatives, to grantor deny parole, hardly needs or benefits from sophisticated data, par-ticularly when even this dichotomous decision is complicated, if, notdetermined, by bed space. considerations.

In short, when viewing the very limited number of decisions avail-
able, our requirements for information are slight, at least in comparisonto the data needed to select the best from a dozen alternatives. Thissuggests that while every effort should be made to obtain legislative
enactments which will provide more flexibility and greater room formaneuver, we might profitably amend some of our current information
gathering processes. The presentence report, as an example, couldreadily be revised so that only the most significant data are collected.Indeed, the Task Force Report on Corrections, recently prepared by thePresident's Crime Commission, observed that experimentation with newand simpler forms of presentence investigation is important because
presentence reports frequently include materials "of doubtful relevance
to disposition. " Such experimentation might well focus on including
data of a "need to know" variety and excluding "nice to know" informa-tion seemingly unrelated to decision-making.

Our supervision heritage also may be examined. The tradition isone-to-one, face-to-face, all-purpose, individual counseling by aprobation or parole officer who, in theory but not in fact, is all thingsto all men under all circumstances. In my judgment, "all-purpose"
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probation and parole officers are fiction, not fact. Indeed, effective
supervision may better be housed within a "specific" rather than a
"generality" framework, although this opens the Pandora's Box of con-
frontation of generalist versus specialist. There may be a need for the
development of a new role for the probation and parole officer other
than the one he has normally fulfilled. The proposed role might real-
istically be one of a catalyst between the offender and his community:
a role in which the probation and parole officer seeks to activate the
community to absorb the offender as a member of that community. Ulti-
mately it must be the community, not corrections, which is the strength
of the offender. An attempt needs to be made to reduce the alienation
of the offender from his community and to impair the continuing main-
tenance of a criminal identity: both of these processes are the anti-
thesis of community adjustment. For example, the suggested role of
the probation and parole officer would no longer be to find employment
for the offender, but instead to direct him into the normal channels of
job-seeking in the community. If the offender is having residential,
financial, or marital difficulties, the officer would do well to assist
the offender to engage those community resources which deal with these
problem areas. Again, the purpose must be to ensure a process of com-
munity, not correctional, absorption. Probation and parole officers
who continue the traditional supervision practices of problem-solving
for those under supervision are ensuring a dependency relationship
which ultimately denies the offender successful membership in his
community.

In short, I would suggest more than an extension of the use of
community resources. Identifying the offender as an offender, referring
him as an offender to community agencies which, in turn, provide
services because he is an offender, does little to destroy the albatross
of a criminal label. Indeed, such usage of community resources serves
only to perpetuate the maintenance of a criminal identity. It is sug-
gested that deliberate efforts be made at the earliest possible moment
to sever the umbilical cord which links the offender to the correctional
agency. At the very minimum there should be an attempt to reduce the
offender's dependence upon the correctional system and its representa-
tives.

There are offenders in the correctional population who, in my judg-
ment, will succeed regardless of the presence or absence of treatment
programs. Sadly, there are offenders who will fail regardless of efforts
of treators and treatment programs as currently constituted. But there
is a group of offenders who may succeed or fail depending upon our ef-
forts and programsand it is this population which needs our attention.
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Can we definitely determine these typologies and develop meaningful
programs for addressing the needs of each? Recent research data sug-
gest that the identification part of our complex problem can rather
readily be accomplished, although the programmatic aspects are not so
easily ascertained. And finally, there is danger in our constant atten-
tion to the offender as the sole focusthe single variablein correc-
tions. It is fraudulent (but probably self-protective) to assume the
offender as the variable and all else as the constant. There are varia-
tions in probation and parole officers, in probation and parole agencies,
in probation and parole agency social systems, and in probation and
parole agency treatment programswhich must be examined concurrently
with the attention directed towards the offender.

Finally, in examining our traditions, we must ask if what we are
doing is relevant to the real world. Can a probation/parole officer
in 30 minutes a monthor can any educational or training program within
an institution compensate for the not uncommon young offender who
suffers the disadvantageousness associated with minority group status,
subsistence at the poverty level, inadequate educational or vocational
skills and competences, residence in the ghetto with its feelings of
hopelessness, boredom, and repression, delinquent peers, associates,
and neighborhoods, the broken home syndrome and the welfare cycle,
and the complexities of living with a set of values different from those
upon which the law is based ? Singly or in combination, these and other
factors suggest that our "50-minute hour" efforts are irrelevant in the
real world.

What is the central theme of these comments ? Simply, we in cor-
rections tend to rely on traditionparticularly when confronted with
difficult new problems or new dimensions of old problems. We find
comfort and sanctity in established models, but we cannot always find
appropriate guides for the future in those models. Innovation, creativ-
ity, and imagination are not part of our heritage, and complete depend-
ence upon that heritage is not likely to insure that corrections keep
pace with the enormous political and social changes in our society.
It is appropriate to review our correctional past and note the progress
which has taken place, but there is a desperate need to review what
we have done and its relevance to what we must yet do.
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Dr. Sullivan's thoughtful and thought-provoking paper suggests
several possible directions we might go in improving the correctional
institution's capacity to deal with the question of the offender's voca-
tional competence.

On the one hand, it is important to recognize that institutional pro-
grams at their best only make a contribution to the task of offender re-
habilitation. Institutions cannot help being, in some measure, hot
houses whose products are not conditioned to either the demands or
opportunities of life in normal communities; provisions must be made
to prepare the community and to follow-up the offender when he returns
to it.

Something of the nature of the community's role in offender restora-
tion is relfected in an article by Staff Reporter Richard D. James in the
May 21, 1968, issue of The Wall Street Journal. This describes the
experiences of a General Electric plant in Chicago in seeking to utilize
a new kind of manpowerpoorly educated, unskilled, impoverished
ghetto residents, mostly Negro. The innovation required significant
changes in recruitment standards, drastic reorientation of supervisors
and managers toward the level of patience and persistence demanded,
development of special orientation and training programs for these new
workers, special care in quality control to prevent distribution of sub-
par products, and, over-all, sizable additional costs.

Employers who will take on those offenders who are least oriented
to the world of work cannot be sold a bill of goods. They must make a
commitment to a difficult and often thankless task. Corrections people
must discover ways of motivating them to do so and be prepared to sug-
gest means they might employ in carrying out their commitment. This
is a central task of corrections which has been largely neglected and
indeed, in the past, little recognized.

A young attorney with little knowledge of correctional history and
traditions recently suggested to me that perhaps we should seek to per-
suade employers to move into the prisontrain the inmates realistichlly,
operate prison industries where they can gain practical experience,
and then, in effect, feed well-prepared prisoner-graduates into their
plants, offices, warehouses, and so on in the community. The memory
of the evils of the contract labor system in the state prisons of this
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countryis too strong and bitter for this suggestion to evoke enthusiasm
from veteran correctional people. At the same time the idea threatens
vested interests which have a stake in existing production and service
programs carried on by state prisoners. Difficult legislative changes
would be required in the face of probable opposition not only from these
groups but from organized labor, segments of the business community,
and others.

Nevertheless, somehow, community employers and confined of-
fenders must be brought together in ways that will lead to eventual
integration. Work release and training furloughs are already available
in many jurisdictions, and the number of these is increasing monthly.
These arrangements are fine for offenders seen as ready for such a
degree of freedom, especially where they are confined in or near their
home communities.

But we cannot wait until a man is eligible and ready for this step.
We need to be working with him when security requirements or geo-
graphical factors rule out his placement in community work or training
programs. And even if we reject any notion of reviving the old contract
system in some new and constructive form, we can still bring the in-
dustrial community inside in other ways. At the Urban Job Corps Center
in San Marcos, Texas, a committee of business leaders has assumed
responsibility not only for generally advising center personnel as to
kinds and methods of training but for donating services of technical
staff for realistic consultation. They have also donated good, up-to-
date equipment. Very importantly, they have organized a placement
service for center graduates and committed themselves to go out of their
way in assuring that they have appropriate job and career opportunities.

We have had some of this sort of thing in correctionsbut not
nearly enough. Nor have our prison industries people always maintained
the kind of identity with the business world that they might. Products,
equipment, methods, quality control, marketing practices, accounting,
manpower use and trainingall these and other operations will obso-
lesce quickly today, if the prison wall separates industries' managers
and foremen from their counterparts in private enterprise.

Perhaps the greatest weakness in our prison work programs is their
failure to be sufficiently demanding and challenging. Common condi-
tions include: short hours and frequent excused absences for all sorts
of activities which community people take care of in free time; weak
quality control and failure to insist on good workmanship; slow or un-
steady pace of work; and all sorts of utilization problems because of
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Dr. Sullivan has always impressed me with his scholarship and
insight into some of the very difficult problems of correctims. The
paper that I am discussing now is a well-written and profound document
on placement and employment problems of the public offender. I rec-
ommend its reading to every director of corrections and every state em-
ployment service person who is responsible for finding jobs for the
public offender and providing follow-up services to him.

Dr. Sullivan remarks about the role of prison industries in correc-
tions, noting that they have been used as an instrument of punishment
and only recently as a means of training and possibly rehabilitatidn.
Do not delude yourselves into thinking that core questions about prison
industries will be solved in such meetings as these. These questions
call for political-economic decisions on the part of directors of cor-
rections in conference with labor, management, and public officials,
such as governors and state leg'slators. People like usthe educators,
the behavioral scientistshave the role of asking proper and honest
uestions about the functions prison industries in an educational

and rehabilitazion program. If we are asked to participate in evaluat-
ing prison industries or in working out .educational programs which will
take advantage of an industry to train a number of inmates, we have an
obligation to determine just how these industries relate to the correc-
tional objectives of the institution. Some large prison industries, such
as farming, have very doubtful correctional value. Their chief purtsose
is to keep otherwise idle hands busy, tie up energies that correctional
authorities are afraid would cause trouble, and to appease the court's
and public's demand for "hard labor." Such industries are actually a
part of the custodial and behavioral control program, not of behavior
modification. It is conceivable that they could have some modification
value, but that is not their intent at the present time.
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More germane is the role of work in the lives of prisoners. Work
has no correctional value (except perhaps for suppression of undesir-
able behaviors) unless it prepares a prisoner for effective and inde-
pendent living in free society. Correctional officials sometimes abuse
the whole concept of work by reinforcing the politicians' request that
the prisoner be totally self-supporting and that work be a means of
punishment. Some correctional officials actually boast about their in-
stitution's being self-supporting, about the products that they produce,
and about the heavy work load that is required of prisoners in their
charge. Such a "correctional" attitude supports the notion that prisons
exist for the convenience and creature comforts of the staff. Modern
penology and humanitarian concepts demand that the offender undergo
a program of behavior modification in which he receives training in hu-
man development and social restoration. These are the basic goals of
correctionsall others should be subordinate to them.
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Sullivan describes types of jobs and training, barriers to em-
t, etc., for the ex-offender. My feeling is that every job that

offender has in free society should have a career ladder built
t with a follow-up program of training and work enhancement. And
job should be prestigious. Dr. Charles Slack, in working with

eet-corner gangs long ago, pointed out the importance of prestige
nd status and that a job for the ex-offender should give him a sense

of importance, not only in terms of title but also in terms of his actual
job performance. The menial job for the chronic offender will, there-
fore, not compensate, will not bring about the kinds of work attitudes,
enthusiasm, commitment, and work-role functioning that are essential
for the offender to be successful in free society.

Barriers to employment for offenders should be removed. Artificial
barriers, such as requiring bonding (and no bonding company will bond
an ex-offender), have been attacked by the federal government. A
bonding program has been underwritten by the Department of Labor, and
the program has demonstrated that bonding is frequently not essential
to being employed.
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Other barriers, such as the GED Tests, statutory requirements, and
licensing laws that ban offenders from jobs, should be eliminated if
we are to take the offender into full citizen participation.

For the past few years there has been a very high level of employ-
ment, which may be the chief contributor to the rehabilitation of the
public offender. It makes possibleeven facilitatesthe rehabilita-
tion of the public offender by insuring his employment. There have
been times when few jobs were available, resulting in the ex-offender's
reverting to a life of crime to support himself and his family.

I think Dr. Sullivan could have expanded a bit on the description
of some of the transitional problems the ex-offender would encounter
and how to organize community resources to focus them on various
crisis points of the offender's daily adjustment. The ex-offender ex-
periences many transitional problems from prison to free community,
such as fear of an uncertain and strange world, knowing how to manage
his money, working steadily day in and day out, managing his leisure
time in such a way as not to endanger his freedom. It seems to me that
this paper could be strengthened by pointing out when transitional
p. -;sblems are acute enough to need attentionhow much, by whom, and
what kind ? More needs to be said about transitional programs that
support graduated release, such as work-release, halfway houses;
sheltered training and sheltered work experience.

Some of the problems Dr. Sullivan described are related to the
marked dependence some ex-offenders have upon those free people in
the correctional institution who were very significant to him. I believe
it would be a mistake to cut arbitrarily the umbilical cord immediately
upon release. Independent behavior needs to be shaped, and this
shaping process should begin in the institution, gradually approximat-
ing full independence by the time the offender is released. But the
process in many cases is not complete by the time of release. Many
experiences will be new to himholding a skilled job and working a
full day, handling authority better, using his leisure time differently,
etc. The ex-offender still needs an anchor, a crutch from significant
others, until such a time as he can begin achieving positive reinforcers
in the free community. So, it may be helpful to extend the correctional
institution into the community until the ex-offender is stronger.

Dr. Sullivan's paper is a fine treatise on the correctional process
as it applies to the offender in transition from correctional institutions
to free-world employment and participation. Its wisdom is derived from
intensive study of the transitional process. I commend it to all cor-
rectional authorities to read and re-read.
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I am very pleased to see that the University of Wisconsin has taken
an interest in correctional education. The University has been very
closely identified with government in Wisconsin for many years, and
we have come to rely on them to work hand-in-hand with us on many of
the problems that we, in corrections, have.

I think that in relating education to the field of corrections we
should keep a few points in mind. One of these is the people we are
working with, involved with, and seeking to educate. The fact is that
they are not just "cons"; they are not just numbers, as they are loosely
referred to, but they are peoplehuman beingspeople in trouble with
themselves and the world in which they live. All of them have been
someone's boy or girl, brother or sister, father or mother. All of them
have been, many still are, loved by someone. Many were trusted and
respected in their homes and communities. Some never had that chance.
Most of them were important in their own families. The great majority
of them never stopped being Americans. The stereotype of the prisoner
that the average citizen gains from radio, television, and movies is
totally wrong. It is important that those of us working in the field,
particularly those of you who are specifically concerned with educa-
tion, not forget this.

I am reminded of the time when, after a very harrowing day as
warden of the State Reformatory at Green Bay, the business manager
called and said, "Sanger, the Governor's here, he wants to see you. "
He wanted to tour the institution. Afterwards, the Governor said, "I'm
shocked. I don't know what I was looking for, but I wasn't looking for
these kinds of faces. Really, this reminds me very much of the crew's
mess on the battle ship on which I served in World War I." The only
thing that was different was the kind of environment, the cultural and
social background, from which these youths came. The difference was
in the opportunities they had and the opportunities of the young men
that Governor Kohler knew when he was on active duty in the Navy.
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I think that it is important to keep in mind the fact that we are
dealing with peoplepeople who have probably the poorest self-image
that one could expect to find, people who are normally lacking in self-
confidence. They may have an air of bravado, of toughness, but really,
this is masking an almost total lack of confidence in themselves. Most
of these people with whom we deal and whom we seek to educate have
incredibly poor concepts of self. I guess many of them could be said
to have a failure syndromea long history of inadequacy and instability
frequentlyresulting from extremely poor family and home relationships,
including truancy from school, social and economic deprivation, and

poor work records. As a result, many of these offenders have learned
to accept a devalued self-image and feel totally unable to cope with
their environment. They are so used to failure that they have learned
to accept it.

Another thing about offenders that I have discovered is that they
are about normal in terms of intelligence. At the time when we were
still doing IQ tests at the reformatory, it seems to me that the records
indicated that the average intelligence quotient was around 99 which
is about normal. These are people who can be helpedif they can be
reached. I think that in the light of these facts, one of the basic philo-
sophical considerations must be that it is important to work for the
development of an improved self-concept for an offenderto help him
understand his own conflicts and defenses, to try to do something about
his value system, to seek to replace an anti-social attitude with a pro-
social attitude. It is important to concentrate on building rather than
beating down self-respect if offenders are indeed to profit from pro-
grams in education and the services which are really intended to im-
prove their chances of becoming useful citizens.

In a sense, the ultimate goal of a correctional institution is almost
entirely to educate. Not the least important of this educational process,
I feel, has to be that of social educationeducation for livingand it
is important, therefore, that some time be spent on motivations, atti-
tudes, and ethical and moral standards. Without this important con-
cept of correctional treatment, academic education, vocational training,
or related trades training may simply result in a prison being a finish-
ing school, turning out more efficient burglars, more accomplished
thieves, more talented con-men. The professional staffthe teachers,
social workers, psychiatrists, and psychologistshave a very import-
ant role to play here, but so does everyone on an institutional staff.
Education for living, I like to think, is everybody's job. For the pre-
cept and the example which are so important can be set or destroyed
equally well by the foreman in the. laundry or the correctional officer in
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the cell hall as by the teacher, the psychologist, or the social worker.
I think there has to be a desire on the part of all the staff, particularly
on the part of management, to make maximum use of treatment and re-
habilitative services which are designed to restore people to useful
livingcalculated to restore or to instill, for the first time perhaps,
self-respect, self-confidence, and respect for the rights of others.
Little that is worthwhile will be accomplished if nothing is done about

social attitudes and self-image and the self-respect of the offender.

Treatment or rehabilitative services obviously must be individual-
ized, for each offender differs from all others in terms of his aptitudes,
attitudes, emotional make-up, cultural or social background, and the

hoine and community problems from which he comes and which he will
face upon release. I think that the correctional process could be lik-
ened to a manufacturing process, which is a highly coordinated, scien-
tific, computerized operation during which raw materials are subjected
to various procedures, changes, processestreatment, if you will
which takes place in certain places along the production line. In a
production situation, all of the resources, activities, processes, tools,
and personnel are mobilized and integrated to accomplish a desired end

with the greatest speed and efficiency possible. In corrections, to
draw an analogy, the offender is the raw material and he is subject to
processing by law enforcement, prosecution, the judiciary, probation,
highly diversified institutional services and programs, and parole serv-
ices. The extent to which these services, facilities, and programs
are integrated with the offender's rehabilitation as the desired end-
result will determine their success or failure.

Just a word about treatment: I know that there are some people
who say you should not use the word treatment, that this is a word re-
served to medicine or psychology. But I remember hearing an interior
decorator talk about the treatment on the walls, and an architect talk
about the treatment of a facade of a building, so in terms of what we

do with offenders, we can appropriately use the word "treatment." I

think we can look at it in a narrow or a broad sense. I prefer to look
at treatment in its broad sense, as involving everything that is done to,
for, or with an offender who is under supervision, either within or with-
out an institution by whomever he comes in contact with. I think such
treatment can be sound and purposeful or it can be shoddy and purpose-
less. It can consist of either a host of unrelated, uncoordinated ex-
posures to staff members who have differing philosophies, or as a de-
sirable alternative, a team approach to the problems of an offender by
a staff working in concert and dedicated to the proposition that offen-
ders are people who can be helped to change.
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Perhaps, at this point, I might appropriately note the importance
of genuine concern on the part of all staff for the welfare and well-
being of the youthful and adult offenders who are found in institutions.
I think that the staff member with honest concern, dedication, and an
empathetic interest in the offenders with whom he works must have the
following attributes; first, the love of his fellow man; second, the ca-
pacity to love people he does not like or whose actions he does not
approve; third, a belief in the God-given worth and dignity of the indi-
vidual and in the capacity of people to change; fourth the willingness
to put up with, indeed, understand and accept, the difficult offender
in the certain knowledge that he can be helped if he can be reached;
and, fifth, a genuine interest, an honest and sympathetic interest, in
helping another, less fortunate than he, along with the delight that
ought to come from seeing young people learn and grow. These, I think,
are the basic concerns that are prerequisites to success in working
with offenders. The correctional officer, the youth counselor, the cook,
and the maintenance man with these kinds of honest concerns will un-
questionably have a greater impact for good on young people or older
offenders than the teacher, social worker, or psychiatrist who is devoid
of all but a sterile and professional interest in his client.

When I was made warden of the reformatory in 1951, I remember
receiving a request from a prisoner who wanted to see me. We had been
making a number of changes in the institution after I got there. One of
the things I was expected to do was to turn the place upside-down and
substitute a treatment-oriented program for a highly rigid, punitive,
custodially-oriented program. As I had no prior institutional experience,
I did not realize that this could not be done; so we made a lot of
changes. We had little trouble with the prisoners; our troubles were
with the staff who for the first time had to learn to think with their
heads instead of just using their hands. The things we did were rela-
tively simple, like letting an inmate write to someone other than father,
mother, brother, sister, wife, or child and to be able to write every-
day, or letting people talk across the table while they ate instead of
the silent system.

At any rate this prisoner came in to see me. He said,

You know, I just thought I ought to tell you, that this new
program that you are putting in is for the birds. These young punks
that are coming in today, they don't realize how good they got it.
I been around here a long time; I appreciate it, but these young
punks, they don't appreciate it. They don't know how well off
they are.
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Well, we did not agree on anything, he sold me nothing, and I am
confident I did not sell him anything. A year later he came back to see
me; he was leaving at this time. He said,

I've had another year here, and a chance to think about what
we talked about, and I have now decided that you were right and I
was wrong. I have left here three times before, but this is the
first time I'm going out without a chip on my shoulder. Every other
time I've been so mad at what happened to me here that I could
hardly wait to get out to get even. As a result I got in trouble.

He did not come back. Moreover, I still hear from him. I like to
think that what spelled the difference for him was the fact that for the
first time he found people interested in him as a man in trouble and in-
terested in helping him to help himself. This is why I think that it is
so important that we have an honest, genuine, empathetic concern with
people. If we do not have it, I do not think we are going to make any
progress in terms of educating or changing people who have trouble
with the world in which they live.

I have been alluding to the importance of looking at the kinds of
people we seek to educate and our attitudes about them. This is noth-
ing new; this is not original with me. Back in 1930, when Franklin D.
Roosevelt was Governor of New York, he appointed a commission which
came to be known as the Lewisohn Commission to study certain phases
of New York's penal system. (I might add that there is a study under
way right now, in which I am participating, of New York's penal system.)
They did a very careful investigation and reported to the Governor, and
among their findings I found this statement:

The need for better training is greater today than ever before. An
increasingly large percentage of the inmates of our correctional in-
stitutions are comparatively young men and women who are more
receptive to training than those of the older group. The ability of
the institutions to provide training adapted to meet their needs will
determine whether they are returned to society better prepared to
earn a living and to become self-supporting people and self-
respecting members of society. The primary purpose of our cor-
rectional institutions is to take an anti-social group of under-
privileged, undereducated, and vocationally untrained men and
women and prepare them better to meet the responsibilities of so-
cial and economic citizenship.
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Thirty-seven years later, the President's Task Force on Juvenile Delin-
quency and Youth Crime, among other things, stated:

Getting a job is harder than it used to be for people without prep-
aration. Poorly educated untrained youth, from 16-21 years of age,
are becoming the nation's most stubborn employment problem. Our
current economy simply does not need the skills and attributes
they have to offer.

This is, in a sense, the same story, the same picture, and the same
people about whom the same concern was expressed.

I think thatwhile there may be a need today to be innovative, there
is an even greater need to apply more of what we already know about
meeting the special problems presented by rehabilitation of offenders,
particularly youthful offenders. One of our problems is the failure to
fully use and exploit all that is known to be effective in dealing with
people with problems. One of the reasons for this is the institutional-
ization, not only of offenders, but of staff and attitudesa tendency to
be "gobbled-up" by the traditions and the precedents of the past.

Perhaps I might tell you about Wisconsin. In doing so, I am m,nd-
ful of the story that is told about the Kentucky mountaineer. This fellow
lived way back in the brush country of Kentucky, up in the mountains.
He knew nothing that was modern. One day he strayed a little farther
than usual from his home, and came upon a campfire., The fire was out;
he kicked into the fire with his foot and turned up something bright. It
was a broken mirror. He knew so little about modern things that he
had never seen a mirror before. He picked it up and looked at it and
said, "Well, if it ain't old Pa. I never knew that Pa had his picture
took." So he putit in his pocket and went home for lunch, then sneaked
up to the garret, hid the picture of "old Pa" because his wife was not
especially high on old Pa and he didn't want her to have it or see it.
As soon as he left, his wife went upstairs and hunted around to see
what he had been doing up there and what he might have hidden. She
ran across this piece of mirror. She looked at it and said, "So that's
the old bag he's been chasing around with. " So in telling you about
Wisconsin, I am mindful of the fact that I see what I want to see.

I guess in order to place what I may say in some measure of per-
spective, I ought to tell you a little bit about our Wisconsin correctional
organization. I think that this state is rather unique in this country,
in the sense that the Division of Corrections is in a state department
of health and social services. We are the largest agency in the state,



with more than 90, 000 employees. But the significant thing is that in
Wisconsin, corrections is regarded as a part of the public welfare,
health, and social services problem. Corrections is one of seven di-
visions of the Department of Health and Social Servioisthe others are
Health, Mental Hygiene, Child Welfare, Public Assistance, Vocational
Rehabilitation, and Management Services. The Division of Corrections
has the responsibility for operating all of the correctional activities in
which the state has a financial interest. We are charged with operat-
ing the institutions for juvenile delinquents, the institutions for adult
offenders, a state-wide probation service, and a state-wide parole
system (the members of the parole board are a part of the staff)in other
words, it is a completely integrated, single ball of wax. Everything
that is labelled corrections that the state has a responsibility for is
lodged in a single agency, and this has, for Wisconsin at least, been
successful.

Within the Division of Corrections we have five bureausManage-
ment Services, Institutional Services, Probation and Parole Services,
Clinical Services, and Research and Evaluation. Within the Bureau of
Institutions, as Mr. Wollard indicated, we have a Superintendent of
Correctional Education. Each of our seven major institutions (in the
major institutions I do not count the correctional camp system which is
a prison in the aggregate and at present includes about 400 offenders)
has a school principal and a full complement of paid teaching person-
nel, both academic and vocational. All of these teachers, and their
number is in excess of ZOO, are either Ilcensed or certified by the State
Department of Public Instruction or the State Board of Vocational, Tech-
nical, and Adult Education. They possess the same qualifications as
those required for employment in the public schools in Wisconsin. A
week or two ago, in looking through some of the material prepared by
the Task Force on Corrections for the President's Commission on Law
Enforcement and Crime, I read the section dealing with education and
I found reference to the fact that in most penal institutions in this coun-
try the teaching is done by inmates. The article went on to say that
two of the notable exceptions are New York and California. I just want
you to know that in the last 15 years in Wisconsin, you could not find
a prisoner teaching other prisoners. We feel that an inmate teacher
cannot possibly supply the motivation, set the kind of example, or
provide the sort of image which is necessary if education is to be mean-
ingful. Very frankly, I guess that I resent the omission of Wisconsin
as an exception in the report.

All of the teaching that is done in Wisconsin institutions is done
by a paid staff. If you want to roughly divide ZOO teachers by the seven
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institutions you will discover that this averages about 30 teachers per
institution; actually the reformatory, which has a population of approxi-
mately 700, has something like 36 full-time, paid teachers. The Wis-
consin Home for Women, which has a population today of about 100,
has 15 full-time teachers with some part-time help. The typical boys'
school, such as Kettle Moraine, with a, capacity of 284 has 28 full-
time, paid teachers. We have felt that if you believe in education you
ought to believe in doing it right. You should use the kind of teachers
that they use outside. You should have enough of them so that classes
can be small enough to do the kind of job that needs to be done. One
of the gist steps that we have taken here is that of insuring that our
teaching is realistic. For one thing our classes are substantially
smaller than you would find in the public schools of Wisconsin. The
maximum class size is 15 students; many of them have only six or
seven. We have a lot of remedial work going on, both on an individual
and on a group basis. Almost all of our offenders come to us substan-
tially educationally retarded. Therefore, one of our goals must be to
bring the underachieving student or inmate up to a level where he can
hope to achieve with his peers, when he returns to his home community.
We have spent a lot of time on remedial training and teaching in small
classes.

We have had faculty meetings to discuss the use of such devices
as problem-solving and role-playing to get at the special problems of
the offender. In this endeavor, we have used the faculty of the Wis-
consin State University at Oshkosh, the University of Wisconsin
Milwaukee, and other Wisconsin state universities. We have devised
a project which bears the rather euphemistic title of "Unicor"which
Signifies a joint university and corrections effort. for improvement of
teachers concerned with educating disadvantaged youths and adults in
Wisconsin correctional institutions. The basic purpose of this program
is to improve the ability of the elementary and secondary school
teachers and the vocational instructors in working with the education-
ally disadvantaged youth; and second, in increasing the degree of co-
operation and communication between correctional and public school
educators. Additionally, all of our teachers have summer leave at least
once in three years when they are expected to go back to summer school
and work on a Master's degree if they do not have one.

Perhaps at this point I might appropriately relate an anecdote about
one of our inmates. Two years ago I was visiting the reformatory with
our supervisor of security problems, Ray Stoffel. As we were walking
around the yard* a bright looking, young Negro lad came up. He had
SonteyhOoks,(tinder his aft 4-118,i'heilhantedfStOffel to know that, he was



just finishing high school. This young man had had a terribly deprived,

disadvantaged background. He did not know his mother or his father,
had been kicked around from family to family, ended up in an orphan-

age;, skipped out of there, landed in some institution for dependent
children in the South, left there, wound up in New Jersey in a training

school, escaped, and came to Wisconsin. He was apprehended in
Milwaukee after commiting an armed robbery. We got him for a rela-
tively long sentence at the prison. He was very frank about telling us
where he had been, so we wrote, as I am sure all of you do, to these
other institutions to find out what we had. From both institutions, we
learned that this was a mentally defective, or border-line mental-
defective, Negro youngster, highly dangerous, with no capacity to ab-
sorb any education. In the interim, however, we had done our own

testing. We discovered that this was not quite. true. We felt that this
boy had the capacity to learn. He was given intensive, individual
remedial help at the prison, to the point where he was ready for high

school. At this point, he was transferred to the reformatory where the

emphasis is more on education than in the prison, and he finished high
School at the reformatory. It turned out that this youngster had an IQ

of about 130. After he graduated from high school, he went from the
reformatory to our medium security prison at Fox Lake, and he is out

on parole now. I believe this fall he will enter the University. This

was a border-line mentally defective boy! We could have accepted him
for what he seemed to be, but we worked with him instead. I guess
what I am trying to say is that it is important to know who you are

working with, and what their capacities are, and to have the kind of

people on your staff who are willing to take the time that is necessary
to bring out in people what is really within them. Incidently, we have
a Jaycee chapter at the institution in Fox Lake. I think that there are
Jaycee chapters at other correctional institutions in this country, but
We have a very active one there. This boy was president last year.
Some such highly motivated offenders may be people we ought to look

at as potential employees in the field. They have been through it; they
obrtainly have the interest; they have the dedication. They may very

well have something to contribute to others. I do not fully embrace the
"new careers" idea, but I think that there may be something here with
respect to selected offenders.

I would like to mention one of the rather interesting experiments

we have been conducting recently. In northern Wisconsin, midway be-
tween Tony and Ladysmith, we have been operating Camp Flambeau as

a forestry camp for adult offenders. A year ago, we decided that we
would convert this facility into a camp for juveniles. We moved all of
the adults into another forestry camp; we left about 10 behind to keep
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up with the food preparation, the dishwashing, and this sort of thing,
and we moved in 40 young people, screened from the populations of
the boys' schools. These were youngsters who, if they had stayed be-
hind at these training schools, would probably have spent about three
months at the schools. When we selected them to go to this camp, we
told them that they would probably spend about six months there, be-
cause our plan for the youngsters was that they enroll in the local high
schools for a minimum of one semester. We sent 40 boys there; we
had 20 in the high school at Ladysmith and 20 in the high school at
Tony. We had worked this all out very carefully, with the school
boards, the school district, and the high schools. They were very
willing to accept these youngsters. I think one of the prime advantages
for the boys was that they had the opportunity of going to a school
Where they 'ould associate with a nondelinquent peer group. In our
normal trainin I school situation, they go to school only with other de-
linquents. We had a lot of help from the Division of Vocational Reha-
bilitation (Voc-Rehab), which provided the funds to permit, at each
of these schools, the employment of an additional guidance counselor,
are additional vocational education teacher, and part-time secretarial
help, and to finance some added equipment in the vocational shops.
Voc-Rehab also provided the money necessary to bus these youngsters
back and forth to school; they also had to be bussed or taken by station
wagon to extracurricular activities. We expected them to participate
Wily in all extracurricular activities. We provided the quarters, the
supervision, the lodging, and the food during out-of-school hours at
Camp Flambeau. The Wisconsin Intercollegiate Athletic Association
declared each boy eligible for interscholastic athletics on A day-to-
day basis, which permitted them to compete immediately upon arrival,
waiving the usual eligibility rules.

We have had a year of experience with this project. We had 40
boys the first semester. The bulk of them went home, and we got an-
other group of 40 in for the second semester. Of those who had been
released, one asked if he could go into a foster home in the Ladysmith
area so he could finish his senior year at Ladysmith High School; we ar-
ranged this for him. Another youth went home to live with an aunt; in-
side of a week the aunt called up and asked if he could come back. He
came back and finished the year. We had several who got athletic
letters; we had one boy on the student council; another one on the de-
bate team; we had boys in footballas a matter of fact when we ap-
proached the school district to find out whether they would accept this
project; they said, "Yes, provided yoU give us a few athletes. 'is
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I think that one of the important things was that for most of theseboys this was the first time that they had acceptance, the opportunity
to compete, and a chance of achievinga chance of getting a letter, ofmaking the debate team, or of being elected to the Student Council.Interestingly, at the time of the State Teacher's Convention, we let thewhole crew go home on a four-day furlough. Despite the fact that theywere scattered to the four corners of the state, every single youngsterwas back when the four days were over. I can tell you also that wehad almost no discipline problem with the boys. They fit in very well,and this was a big advantage, as I see it, to the project. After they
became acclimated to the Tony-Ladysmith (essentially rural) area, they
were permitted to spend weekends in the homes of friends from school.In an article in the Ladysmith News of last year, one school official
was quoted as saying, "You can't tell them from the other boys exceptthat they are better behaved. " I think that this has been a very reward-ing experience. We think we see a chance here to avoid building
further training schools. We think we see an opportunity to use com-
munity-centered, small facilities for at least some delinquent youth.

We have been doing another interesting thing at Black River Camp(this is another forestry camp except that this was built to house delin-quent youth). Incidentally, all of our facilities in Wisconsinthe adultprisons, the reformatory, the Wisconsin Correctional Institution, thejuvenile training schoolshave single rooms or single cells. We haveno doubles any place. In our new medium security prison and in the
camps, people carry keys to their own rooms. At Black River Camp,we previously assigned the youngster who was past the mandatorySchool age of 18 to forestry projects, but we decided last fall that wewould borrow from the experience of the CASE project at the National
Training School for Boys in Washington. This is an operant-conditioning
type of program, funded with an $85, 000 per year grant under Title I ofthe Elementary and Secondary School Act as a cooperative venture withthe Division of Vocational Rehabilitation.

When the boys are assigned to Black River, they start out with astipend of 250 pointspoints being like money. From these points,they pay for such things as their private rooms, meals, recreationalpursuits such as television, pool, ping pong, swimming, fishing, anditems they might buy from the canteen. Through their participation andprogress in a curriculum using programmed instruction, they are able toearn points to replenish their initial stipend. The boys work in smallcubicles which we call "offices." They progress at their own rate of
speed. For every page of work which a boy completes and for which hereceives a grade of 85 or more, points are transferred to his bank ac-
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count. The faster he works, the more points he earns. The more points
he earns, the more he saves; the bigger his bank account becomes, the
more he can spend. He can buy such things as a trip to a football
game. If he uses up his stipend without having replenished it, he goes
on relief or welfare; but I can tell you that the boys that go on relief
do not stay there very long. We have discovered that the motivation
to learn that is afforded by this kind of program is really astonishing.
Many of the boys, at the time of their transfer home, are achieving at
a level that no one would have believed possible when they arrived.
Incidentally, any of the points that boys have accrued and not spent
when they leave are converted into cash which they take with them.

I think another interesting approach which we have developed in
the field of vocational education is that of small engine technician
training. Here, through the use of an automated teaching system de-
veloped by the Ken Cook Company of Milwaukee, inmates at the Reform-
atory, Wisconsin Correctional Institution, and the Black River Camp
are trained as small engine technicians. This teaching system incor-
porates teaching machines, audio visual training aids, engines, tools,
workbooks, and a complete kit of accessories which are necessary to
teach small engine overhaul and services. The program at the reforma-
tory includes six individual work stations which are actually console
units including a teaching machine with a television screen which tells
the student exactly how to take apart and put together the engine, the
tools, and the necessary equipment. Students here proceed at their
own pace, just like the operant-conditioning program I mentioned earlier.
After approximately 126 hours of this type of instruction, students are
brought to the level of proficiency necessary, to secure employment in
the field. Interestingly, quite a few members of our staff, as well as
people in the area who have heard about this program, have asked if
they could take it.

We are using audio-visual programming to develop a program for
the teaching of basic reading skills. One of our staff has been sent to
the Ken Cook Company to develop a custom program for the student who
is substantially retarded in reading skills. With a very simple machine
(the same kind we use for the small engine repair course) the student
can set his own pace, permitting him to be brought up to a level of
achievement where he can read and thus compete more successfully.

I should conclude this and in doing so I would like to go back to
what I said earlier. I do not think that we need to know more than w e
do now; I think we have to be motivated to want to use what we know,
to try to do the kind of job that ought to be done because poor correc-
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tions is the most expensive brand. In essence it seems to me that we
are confronted with a problem which calls for a lot more than a comfort-
able reaffirmation of faith, something more than lip service to the con-
cepts of correction. If we are to meet our great responsibilities, we
must roll up our sleeves and get to work, for surely we have the tools
to do the job.

Edmund Burke, the Irish philosopher once said, "All that is neces-
sary for the triumph of evil is that good men do nothing. " Good men
in corrections interested in helping others less fortunate than they
need be limited in their accomplishments only by the firmness of their
faith, the courage of their convictions, and the contagion of their en-
thusiasm.



Marshall Colston, Chairman



EMPLOYMENT PROBLEMS OF RELEASED PRISONERS:
DIMENSIONS AND SOCIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

GEORGE A. POWNALL
KENT STATE UNIVERSITY

INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM

For over a century, poverty, deprivation, unemployment, and idle-
ness have been cited as explanations for crime and delinquency. Nu-
merous studies attempting to show these relationships have been con-
ducted. In 1937, Thorsten Se llin, summarizing and appraising studies
of this type, pointed out that their methods have seldom been carefully
developed and their indexes of both crime and business conditions
have varied. I Thus, he contends that no positive and valid general-
izations of the relationship between crime and poverty can be made.

The questions related to this study are as follows:

1. Is there a relationship between poverty and crime ?

2. Is unemployment related to crime ?

3. Can job training during imprisonment and job placement after-
wards reduce unemployment and thereby decrease recidivism ?

Certainly some poor people commit crime, but other, do not. Some-
people who are unemployed commit crime, but others do not. Some-
wealthy people commit crime, regardless of their employment status.

Past Studies

While these statements may seem to be confusing, some studies
made since Sellin's appraisal have provided more conclusive evidence

Thorsten Sellin, Research Memorandum on Crime in the Depression
(New York: Social Science Research Council, 1937). For another dis-
cussion of crime and economic conditions see: W.A. Bonger, Crim-
inality and Economic Condition (Boston: Little, Brown, 1966); and
George B. Vold, Theoretical Criminology (New York: Oxford Univer-
sity Press, 1958), pp. 177-81.
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of a strong relationship between crime rates and unemployment. Glaser
and Rice, in analyzing officially reported cases, found evidence that
crime rates vary directly with unemployment. 2 Property crimes by adults
increased sharply with unemployment and decreased sharply with full
employment. However, crimes by juveniles decreased slightly with
unemployment. In an extensive study, Belton Fleisher reanalyzed some
of the national data used by Glaser and Rice, 3 and using complex math-
ematical procedures to make corrections for long-run trends in the
variables studied, he confirmed the Glaser-Rice ftndings of a positive
relationship between arrest rates as indicative of crime rates and unem-
ployment. However, he concluded that the relationship is significant
for property crimes and all age groups. Since for all age groups prop-
erty crimes are second only to offenses against public order and moral-
ity in arrest statistics, the Glaser-Rice and Fleisher conclusions seem
to be consistent with what would be expected.4

Further, the United States official statistics indicate that the
largest proportion of delinquent and criminal behavior is found among
the working class.5 The degree of over-representation of working-class
persons in the criminal population varies under different socioeconomic
conditions. While in some instances working-class people may have
crime rates lower than other classes, most studies show that high pro-
portions of working-class law violators have engaged in crimes against
property. 6

Persons in the lower socioeconomic classes are likely to have
more frequent contact with criminal or antisocial individuals or groups
than are members of middle or upper classes, enhancing the probability

2Daniel Glaser and Kent Rice, "Crime, Age, and Unemployment, "
American Sociological Review 24 (October, 1959), pp. 679-86. See
also: Daniel Glaser, The Effectiveness of a Prison and Parole Sys-
tem (New York: The Bobbs - Merrill Company, Inc., 1964), p. 9.

3Belton M. Fleisher, "The Effect of Unemployment on Delinquent Be-
havior, " Journal of Political Economics, 71 (1963), pp. 543-55; and
Belton M. Fleisher, "-he Economics of Delinquency (Chicago: Quad-
rangle Books, 1966).

4 Uniform Crime Reports for the United States (Washington: U. S. De-
partment of Justice, 1965), Table 19.

5E. H. Sutherland and Donald R. Cressey, Principles of Criminology
(New York: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1966), pp. 235-38.

6 Ibid.
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that these individuals, when unemployed, will become involved in
criminal behavior. While employment on a legitimate job does not
eliminate the same possibility, it significantly decreases its likeli-
hood. Glaser, in his studies on unemployment and crime, points out
that:

Obviously recidivism, and to some extent other social conditions,
may be causes of unemployment, rather than consequences. How-
ever, it seems reasonable to infer that employment was usually a
major factor making possible an integrated "style of life" which
included non-recidivism, successful marriage, and satisfaction in
other social relationships.7

He suggests that employment is not only a major factor in enhancing
the possibility of released prisoners making a successful life adjust-
ment in aspects of life other than economic, but that the failure to ob-
tain or maintain employment might enhance significantly their chances
of returning to crime.

This was supported by a recent study in Wisconsin on factors re-
lated to success of those on parole.8 The Wisconsin study found that
parolees with improved employment over their job experience six months
prior to commitment had lower rates of parole violation than those who
did not work or worked sporadically. This suggests that stability in
employment contributed greatly to nonrecidivism. While other studies
have shown that precommitment unemployment is one of the best pre-
dictors of parole failure, this negative factor can be reduced when the
offender is made more employable. Further evidence of the impact of
employment is shown in a study of parolee earnings in Virginia over a
12-year period.9 It was found that the rate of parole violation was

'Glaser, The Effectiveness of..., P. 7.

Dean Babst and James E. Cowden, Program Research in Correctional
Effectiveness, Report #1 (Madison, Wisconsin: Department of Public
Welfare, Division of Research, 1967).

'John M. Martin, "Lower Class Delinquency and Work Programs, "
Work, Youth, and Unemployment, eds. Melvin Herman, Stanley
Sadofsky, and Bernard Rosenberg (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co.,
1968), p. 443 quoting Bureau of Public Administration, The Virginia
Parole SystemAn Appraisal of Its First Twelve Years(Charlottes-
ville: University of Virginia, May, 1955), p. 106.



inversely related to monthly earnings.

These studies have emphasized that the success of offenders re-
leased from institutions may be, to a large extent, dependent upon
their success in the area of employment. However, the knowledge we
have about the released prisoner's experiences during the post-release
period is extremely limited. Also, there is very little precise informa-
tion concerning the extent of unemployment among released prisoners.
Most available information has been provided on a state or regional
basis and has come primarily from the state of California.1° Certainly
there is a need for more complete information which would provide a
sound basis for national programs and policies to deal effectively with
the problem.

The growing unrest among the lower socioeconomic classes and a
growing concern over the seriousness of the crime problem resulted in
the government's "War on Poverty" which has included the development
and expansion of programs in the area of corrections. 11 These poverty
programs have been developed within the framework of opportunity
theory. 12 While opportunity theory has been developed in terms broader
than purely economic opportunity, it has been convenient for those con-
cerned with the task of solving the problems to formulate their programs
in terms of economic opportunities.

The model employed by these programs (see Figure A) has been
based on the assumption that improved vocational and educational
training should open new employment opportunities for persons in the

1° For examples see: Selden Menefee, Employment Trends Among Cali-
fornia Youth Authority Wards on Parole, Research Report 34 (Sacra-
mento: California Youth Authority, January 16, 1963) and Joachim P.
Seckel,Employment and Employability Among California Youth Author-
ity Wards: A Survey, Research Report 30 (Sacramento: California
Youth Authority, August 31, 1962).

11R. A. Nixon, "Federal Manpower Legislation (1961-66) with Special
Reference to Youth, " Work, Youth, and Unemployment, eds. Melvin
Herman, Stanley Sadofsky, and Bernard Rosenberg (New York: Thomas
Y. Crowell Co., 1968), pp. 94-110.

12 For a discussion of opportunity theory, see Richard Cloward and
Lloyd Ohlin, Delinquency and Opportunity (Glencoe, Ill.: The Free
Press, 1960).
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lower socioeconomic classes. Job placement assistance and educa-
tion should reduce unemployment and provide an improved standard of
living for the lower socioeconomic classes. This improvement should
result in a reduction of the crime rate.

This model is premised on the assumption that jobs are available.
If jobs are scarce, employers can be selective and it becomes easier
for them to discriminate against minority groups or persons with prison
records even though these people possess the necessary skills. Cer-
tainly when there are jobs going unfilled, skill level rather than other
attributes should be the major basis for employment.

THE STUDY

In the fall of 1965, a research contract was drawn between the
University of Maryland and the Department of Labor, Manpower Admin-
istration, to undertake a study to provide information about the post-
release employment experiences of former prisoners. The study con-
sisted of three parts. The first was a national sample survey of 10
percent of all released federal prisoners who were under the supervi-
sion of the U.S. Board of Parole on June 30, 1964.13 The final sample
consisted of 945 cases. Data were collected on each of the cases
from the files of the U.S. Board of Parole and the Federal Bureau of

13 This date was selected because the U.S. Board of Parole had a tabu-
lated listing of all men under supervision at that time. A similar list-
ing for 1965 cases would not have been available until 1966, after
the starting date of the project.
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Prisons. Information was obtained on personal background and institu-
tional experience, and some data were gathered on post-release expe-
rience as reported by the releasee.

The second part of the study was undertaken to supplement the na-
tional overview and to gain precise information about the experiences
of released prisoners. All federal releasees who were under the parole
or mandatory release supervision of the Philadelphia and Baltimore fed-
eral probation offices as of October 31, 1965, were interviewed. 14 This
part of the study was called the "post-release survey" and consisted
of 169 interviews, or 82 percent of all eligible releasees in that area.
Most of those not interviewed had violated parole. The interviews pro-
vided the same basic information as the survey of records did for the
national sample survey, except that much more detailed information
was obtained on post-release experiences.

In the third part of the study, which was a panel design survey,
all new releasees living in the Baltimore and Philadelphia metropolitan
areas under the supervision of those cities' federal probation offices
were interviewed." The panel design involved initially interviewing
upon release and then once a month for the first three months of the re-
lease period. The information obtained in this manner was the same
as in the other two parts of the study, with the exception that the post-
release information was more complete and probably more accurately
reported since the interviews were being conducted as the men were
actually undergoing the experiences about which they were being ques
tioned. There were 54 cases eligible for panel interviews. Four cases
violated parole before initial contact could be made; an additional 12
cases violated parole during the panel interviewing process; and 38
cases completed the panel sequence.

14 Permission to interview federal parolees and mandatory releasees
was granted by the U.S. Board of Parole and could not have been
carried out without the full cooperation of the Division of Probation
of the Administrative Office of the U. S. Courts, Chief Probation Of-
ficer Eugene DeCerbo and his staff, and Chief Probation Officer
Burrell Kilmer and his staff.

Is See Glaser, The Effectiveness Appendix C. For a more de-
tailed account of the panel technique, see Paul F. Lazarsfeld,
Bernard Berelson, and Hazel Gaudet, The People's Choice, 1944.
Also see Matilda W. Riley, Sociological Research: Volume I, A
Case Approach (New York: Harcourt, Brace, and World, Inc., 1963),
pp. 555-68.
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THE EXTENT OF UNEMPLOYMENT OF RELEASED PRISONERS"

A National Overview

Of the 945 cases included in the national sample of released fed-
eral prisoners, 892 were in the labor force as of June 30, 1964. Of the
remaining 53 cases, 41 were not in the labor force (35 not being in the
labor force during the whole month of June, and six leaving the labor
force during the month); for 12 cases it was not possible to make an
accurate estimate of their employment status on June 30. Of the former
prisoners in the labor force, 83 percent were employed. Of those em-
ployed, 62.6 percent were employed full time. The employment status
of males in the national civilian labor force at a comparable time was
95 percent, with 81 percent employed on full-time jobs. This compari-
son shows clearly that released prisoners have lower employment rates
than males in the national civilian labor force. Further, of those pa-
rolees employed, a noticeably smaller proportion of them than of males
in the national labor force were working on a full-time basis.

The post-release survey in Baltimore and Philadelphia supported
these findings. Released federal prisoners under the supervision of
these offices had much higher rates of unemployment on October 31,
1965, than did males in the national labor force in these two cities.

Age

Age was significantly related to employment status. The age rates
consistently followed the same general pattern as the rates for the na-
tional civilian labor force. However, the released prisoner rates were
significantly higher for each age category. Persons under 20 years of
age had extreme difficulty in finding employment-35.8 percent or 1.6
times as great as the national population. Those 20-24 years old also
had a high rate of unemployment-17.6 percent, which is twice as
great as the national population. In the 25-34 age category the rate
was 15.8 percent, or nearly five times as great. Those 35-44 had the
lowest rate of unemployment (8.8 percent), but this was nearly four
times as great as the' rate for the national population. Those 45 or over
had progressively increasing rates of unemployment, increasing in the

16 Definitions used in this study approximate as nearly as possible the
definitions used by the Department of Labor.
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45-54 age bracket-16.6 percent, which is over six times as great as
the national population rateto equal the unemployment rate in the 20-
24 age category. The age breakdown for the post-release survey was
not consistent with the national sample data There tended to be a
direct relationship between age and unemployment as age increased,
unemployment increased.

Color

The rates of unemployment for whites and nonwhites were much
higher for released prisoners than those reported for the same groups
in the national civilian labor force. For the whites in this study, the
rate was 15.1 percent, which was over three times as great as for

whites in the national civilian labor force. The nonwhite rate was 22.3
percent, or 2.3 times as great as the unemployment rate in the national
civilian labor force. Full-time employment in particular, for white re-
leased prisoners, was significantly higher than the rates for the non-
white released prisoners.

Again, the post-release survey in Baltimore and Philadelphia sup-
ported the findings in the national sample on color. The fact that the
differences in over-all employment were not as pronounced was a func-
tion of a much larger number of nonwhites being employed on part-time
jobs. If only full-time employment was used as a measure, the differ-
ence was even greater than in the national sample survey.

Marital Status

The rates of unemployment for released prisoners classified ac-
cording to marital status, showed the same trends as the unemployment
rates of those in the national civilian labor force. However, the cor-
responding rates were higher for the released prisoners. They were
very much higher for married and for single persons over 20 years of
age. The post-release survey data were more consistent with the trends
of the national civilian labor force than with the national sample data,
but the national sample data were supported.

Type of Job and Income

Nearly two-thirds of the released prisoners who were employed
were working on unskilled and low-wage, semiskilled jobs. Of the re-
maining one-third, about half were working on skilled jobs and half
were working on clerical-sales or more skilled white-collar jobs.
Eighty percent of the part-time work was of an unskilled or semiskilled
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nature, while 62 percent of the full-time employment was of this low-
skilled type. These low-skilled jobs were also low paying jobs. The

median monthly income for all employed former prisoners was $256;
$281 for those employed full-time and $148 for those employed part-
time. At least 35 percent were making less than the minimum wage of
$200-220 per month, and the median income was far below the median
income of the national population. Employment was hard to find and
retain, and when found, the wages were often minimal. These observa-
tions were supported by the turnover on part-time jobs and the large
number who had no employment during the month (10.9 percent).

Length of Time on Release

The crucial period for releasees, as indicated from the data, is the
first six months after leaving prison. Those who had been released for
a period of less than six months had higher rates of unemployment-
23.4 percent compared to a rate of 12.6 percent for those who had been
under supervision for six months or more.

Background Factors

Unemployment rates varied by the number of previous commitments.
Prior criminal records worked against all released prisoners, but un-
employment rates were lower for those with no or only one prior com-
mitment. Whites had much lower rates of unemployment than nonwhites
before imprisonment. Prior employment experience was related to em-
ployment status.17 Unemployment decreased as length of time on last
job prior to commitment increased, leveling off at two years or more.
Those having no former employment experience had the highest post-
release unemployment rates. The relationship between prior employ-
ment and post-release employment was even more marked for full-time
post-release employment. The employment rate was 53 percent for those
with no previous employment experience compared to 74 percent for
those who had had two years or more of continuous employment on a job
prior to commitment. Persons who had skilled jobs before imprisonment

17This factor has also been shown to be related to recidivism. See

Federal Bureau of Prisons, unpublished base expectancy study of
Youth Correction Act (YCA) cases, 1965. This was a study of 1001
male YCA cases released during the fiscal year of 1961. The follow-
up period was two years from the date of release. Also see Ronald
Smircich and Gloria Clemmons, "Employment and the Criminal Of-
fenders," Research Review, Department of Institutions, State of
Washington, October, 1963, pp. 29-52.
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were more likely to return to the same type of job, and they had higher
rates of employment, and of full-time employment, than those who had
worked on semiskilled or unskilled jobs before their prison sentence.

Offense, Institutional Experience, and Release Factors

Narcotics law violators and those committed for burglary, larceny,
and possession of stolen goods, and Dyer Act offenses (these usually
have high recidivism rates) had higher rates of unemployment and lower
rates of full-time employment than those who committed any other type
of offense. Those released on parole had lower rates of unemployment
and higher rates of full-time employment than those freed on mandatory
release. This would be expected as the mandatory release cases are
usually poor risks and are not given as much assistance in finding jobs
as are parolees. The type of job assignment in the institution was not
related to employment status except for those who worked on mainten-
ance-skilled jobs who had low rates of post-release unemployment.
While some of those working on maintenance-skilled jobs possessed
such skills at the time of commitment, many of them had acquired the
skill during institutional confinement. The evaluation of institutional
work performance was the best predictor of post-release employment.
Those with excellent work ratings had the lowest unemployment rates
during the post-release period, and those with fair or poor ratings were
less likely to be employed on full-time jobs than those with higher
ratings.

Two additional factors which were used for more detailed analysis
were educational level and skill level at time of release. Education
was generally positively associated with post-release employment
status; the rates of unemployment decreased as the amount of education
increased. However, a control for age and color indicated that educa-
tion was significantly associated with the employment of white released
prisoners, particularly for full-time employment, but the level of edu-
cation apparently had no effect on the rates of employment for non-
whites.

Inmates possessing a skill at the time of release were only slightly
more likely to be employed than those who did not. However, they were
much more likely to hold full-time jobs than those who did not have a
skill at the time of release. A control by color indicated that skill
level was related to improved employment status for whites, but was
not related to the employment status of nonwhites. Whites with skills
were more likely to be employed, but this was not true for nonwhites.
While being a nonwhite enhances the likelihood that discrimination
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may be occurring, if training and improved education were effective,
they should work to reduce the unemployment of nonwhites. However,
they do not seem to work that way. Apparently there are other factors
which are more significantly associated with the nonwhite subculture
which offset the improved training, education, and job placement as-
sistance. Undoubtedly, some whites may be affected by the same fac-
tors, but they apparently constitute a smaller proportion that that of
the nonwhites.

The data which seem to indicate that training and education in in-
stitutions do not work to the advantage of all groups of inmates may,
in fact, be a reflection on the type of training and education that is
provided in the correctional framework. Most training that takes place
in correctional institutions is not very realistic; most of it is not formal-
ized vocational training, but is on-the-job training of a maintenance
and industrial nature. These programs often do not use modern training
techniques and equipment, and they seldom simulate working conditions
within ti community. Further, the inmates usually have little choice
concerning programs to which they are assigned. Rarely have the in-
stitutions raised the question at initial classification of what the job
opportunities are in the community to which an inmate is likely to be
released. A sound classification program should be attempting to
equate the man's potential and interests with the probable job oppor-
tunities in the community to which he eventually will be returned.

The problems of trying to train a man in a correctional setting are
very extensive. One alternative is to rely more than at present on the
community for the training of the inmates by providing thorough and
practical training within the framework of work release programs and
educational training release programs. Certainly within the last five
years the Federal Bureau of Prisons and a number of state systems have
expanded programs in these areas. But unless they are administered
carefully and are designed to meet the needs of the particular inmate,
they will not be very effective. However, some training and mainten-
ance has to exist within the correctional institution. These programs
should also be realistic, meaning that modern techniques and work sit-
uations which simulate current industrial situations in the community
should be employed. The Federal Bureau of Prisons, recognizing defi-
ciencies in this area, has employed consulting firms during the past
year to evaluate the vocational training programs, general educational
programs, and prison industries. 18 These evaluations are designed to

18 During the past year the author has been a research consultant to
Sterling Institute, Inc., a private consulting firm which was hired to
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expand their programs. Certainly this should be beneficial.

While such improvements should help, are they enough? A number
of the demonstration programs, such as the Rikers Island Study, and
Project Challenge in the District of Columbia Department of Correc-
tions, 19 apparently have not been as effective as expected. Many
people who received this ideal training and placement failed to remain
on their post-release jobs. While training and placement helped, ap-
parently other factors and conditions which were affecting post-release
employment were not being dealt with effectively.

Post-Release Job Placement

The post-release survey clearly indicated that most released pris-
oners obtained their jobs through the help of family, friends, former
employers, and their own efforts. Of the first post-release jobs, 80
percent were obtained through the help of family and friends. While
family and friends remained the prime source of assistance in subsequent
jobs which were obtained, the releasee came to rely less and less on
this source of assistance and more on his own efforts and ingenuity.
With post-release jobs being obtained primarily in this fashion, it is
understandable why there is a high correlation between previous work
experience and post-release employment. This might also explain why
inmates who have received training and attained skills often do not ob-
tain employment which utilizes such skills. Professional job place-
ment assistance is needed.

Less than 10 percent of the releasees obtained jobs through federal
and state employment agencies which provided the major outside source
of assistance. Little assistance, or little benefit from whatever as-
sistance was provided, was obtained from the correctional institution
employment service and the federal probation offices. Less than 5 per-
cent of the jobs were obtained through this assistance. While inmates
in general were not enthusiastic about such assistance, there was
some indication that the aid was extremely beneficial for those few who

evaluate the training and industries programs at the Federal Reforma-
tory at Petersburg, Virginia, and the Federal Youth Corrections Insti-
tution, Ashland, Kentucky.

" The author did an ex post facto assessment of this program for the
District of Columbia Department of Corrections.
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had learned a skill in prison.2° The limited use of such assistance
may be a reflection of the lack of service that was available, rather
than of the failure of such assistance to provide jobs. It also may be
a reflection on the inadequacy of existing. programs; it is difficult to
place persons on jobs if their training has been supervicial.

Industries often prefer to train their own people because of the
difficulty in retraining persons who have had superficial training.
Therefore, job placement assistance may be even more important than
training. The expansion of the community release centers and the ex-
pansion and reorganization of employment placement assistance pro-
vided by the Federal Bureau of Prisons in cooperation with the U.S.
Federal Probation Service should provide the type of assistance needed.
However, changes in orientation may be needed to maximize the impact
of their services.

AN ALTERNATIVE MODEL

Introduction

Why is it that a released inmate does not remain employed even
though he receives training and is placed on a job with reasonable pay ?
How can we explain the differential employment of skilled white and
nonwhite workers, outside of the effects of discrimination? What rele-
vant factors are ignored by the training-placement (opportunity) model ?
We suggest that two of these factors are the job-related values of an
inmate's peer subculture and his extended family.

In his brilliant description of the urban, Negro male streetcorner
subculture, Elliott Liebow points up the significance of peer values.

Moreover, despite their small numbers, the don't-work-and-don't-
want-to-work minority is especially significant because they rep-
resent the strongest and clearest expression of those values and
attitudes associated with making a living which, to varying de-
grees, are found throughout the streetcorner world. These men

20George A. Pownall and Charles Wellford, "Employment Problems of
Released Prisoners," Proceedings of the Ninety-Sixth Annual Con-
gress of/Correction of the American CorrectionalAssociation (Wash-
ington: American Correctional Association, 1967), pp. 321-35.
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differ from the others in degree rather than in kind, the principal
difference being that they are carrying out the implications of their
values and experiences to their logical, inevitable conclusions.
In this sense, the others have yet to come to terms with themselves
and the world they live in.21

In summarizing the factors affecting the streetcorner man, Liebow
states:

The streetcorner man is under continuous assault by his job expe-
riences and job fears. His experiences and fears feed on one an-
other. The kind of job he can getand frequently only after fighting
for it, if thensteadily confirms his fears, depresses his self-
confidence and self-esteem until finally, terrified of an opportunity
even if one presents itself, he stands defeated by his experiences,
his belief in his own self-world destroyed and his fears a con-
firmed reality. 22

This does not mean that all nonwhites find themselves in similar posi-
tions; nor does it mean that some whites do not find themselves in sim-
ilar positions. However, it seems likely that this type of subcultural
climate is more associated with the nonwhite, urban lower class.

Researchers at Fordham University have developed a conceptual-
ization of the urban lower class subculture and have identified five dif-
ferent subcultural life styles based on differences in value orientation
and differences in behavior. These subcultural life styles are identified
as "strivers, consistent copers, inconsistent copers, reliefers, and
hold- overs . "23

21Eliott Liebow, Tally's Corner (Boston: Little, Brown and Company,
1967), p. 34.

22 Ibid., P. 71.
23 Martin, "Lower Class Delinquency and Work Programs," p. 447,

quoting Madeline Helena Engle, A R e con ceptualization of Urban Lower
Class Subcultures (New York: Juvenile Corrections Project, Depart-
ment of Sociology and Anthropology, Forlham University, Jartuary,
1966).
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Strivers are more employable or are already employed, are more
anxious to move upward when given the opportunity, and are more
likely to have children who are doing reasonably well in school
and who are also apt to be only slightly involved in delinquent
behavior.... The emphasis strivers put on respectability, security,
and mobility works to make their children... highly employable and
only slightly delinquent. On the other hand, the variables of em-
ployability and delinquency appear to reverse themselves progress-
ively and drastically when attention is shifted toward the other
end of the lower-class hierarchy where the hold-overs are found.
Hold-overs... are almost totally unemployable, while at the same
time highly delinquent in a chaotic, disorganized way. In the
middle of the hierarchy, where the inconsistent copers are located,
employability is mixed, with work being intermittent and often at
jobs on the docks or in construction where there is a daily "shape-
up" and delinquency tends to be moderately high and often of the
violent gang type. The key to understanding inconsistent copers
is that they have a life style which emphasizes fun, excitement,
thrills, and a general escape from boredom and routine."

While there is a need for more research concerning these subcul-
tural life styles, an important factor that must be involved in varying
degrees is the role of the extended family. Research is being conducted
by Bernard Farber at the University of Illinois on the impact of Headstart
programs and the relationship of the extended family to the success of
this program in raising the children's social IQ. Farber found two ex-
treme types of extended family. One he refers to as "symbolic family
estates orientation, " and the other as the "domestic family orienta-
tion. "25 He concluded:

24
Ibid

25 Bernard Farber, "Symbolic Family Estates and Social Mobility," paper
presented at Kent State University, Sociology and Anthropology Col-
loquium, October, 1967. Family orientation is a function of two as-
pects. The structural aspect referred to as symbolic family estates
orientation is the status of the family within the broader community
and provides for symbolic unity of the family. The domestic family
orientation refers to the interpersonal relationships between family
members. In order for the family to survive as a unit, the roles of
its members must be structured in such a way as to reduce interper-
sonal conflict.
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The unity of the sibling group in the context of upward social mo-
bility helps in socializing the child in ways consistent with the
acadimic demands made upon him. As in the case of emotional
health, the intellectual performance of children appears to be af-
fected by the symbolic unity of the group. "

He points out that the symbolic family estates orientation provides a
motivation to achieve which is lacking in the domestic family orienta-
tion.

While the testing of these ideas was not included, in the study of
released prisoners, they have implications for understanding why some
people may not work even when they have a skill and are given job
placement assistance. What is suggested is that in spite of skill level
and in spite of job assistance, the individual will not be motivated to
remain on a steady job, to seek a better Job, or to seek opportunities
to improve his level of skill or education unless his peer and/or familial
subculture is supportive of achievement.

The Model

The following model shows the probable effects of training, place-
ment, and subcultural orientation:

Skilled

Unskilled

FIGURE B

Subcultural Orientation

Supportive of N on suppor tive of
Achievement and Achievement and
Mobility Mobility

Placement
Assistance Employed Unemployed

No Placement
Assistance Employed Unemployed

Placement
Assistance Employed Unemployed

No Placement
Assistance Employed Unemployed

26 Ibid.
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This model consists of eight cells in which the key variable is the type
of subcultural orientation. The following propositions can be derived
from this model:

1. An individual who has skills and is provided with a job will be
employed if his subculture is supportive, but will be unemployed
if his subcultural group is not supportive.

2. An individual who has skills and is not provided with job place-
ment assistance will seek work on his own when his subculture is
supportive of achievement. He can benefit significantly from job
placement efforts. Without such subcultural support, he will be
unemployed.

3. A person without skills who receives job placement assistance
will remain employed as long as his subcultural group is support-
ive. Such an individual can benefit from training programs. With-
out subcultural support, this person also will be unemployed.

4. The individual who has no skills and receives no job placement
assistance will find employment on his own when his subcultural
group is supportive. However, he is subject to frustrations be-
cause the types of jobs available to him will be at the unskilled
and menial level. These frustrations will create pressures which
make this type of releasee a likely candidate for return to criminal
activities unless legitimate solutions are provided. This person
can benefit from both training and placement assistance. Without
subcultural support, however, this individual will be unemployed
and likely to become a failure.

ft has been stressed that when the subcultures are not supportive
(that is, when the subculture does not provide motivation for achieve-
ment and mobility), training and assistance will be ineffective. Former
inmates will be unemployed or will work only sporadically on part-time,
low-level jobs and thus become likely candicates for return to criminal
behavior. If change is to take place in these groups, we must either
change the subcultural frame of reference or move the individual to a
different and a supportive subculture. It is not easy to move a man
from one environment to another; however, work release programs and
community release centers have made this possible in a few cases.
But for those who return to the same subculture it would appear that we
need to spend considerably more time working with the family and ex-
tended family prior to the man's return to the community; it seems that
this maybe the only way to effectively change the orientation from non-
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achievement to achievement. Analysis that is being done at present
on value responses in the post-release survey suggest that this model
is applicable. The releasees,who were unemployed tended to have at-
titudes and values which were reflective of a value system which em-
phasized nonachievement and a lack of concern for upward mobility.
While this analysis is still in the process of being completed, the im-
plications for programs in corrections are clearly evident. Certainly
there is a need for more extensive research in this area.



DISCUSSION

WALLACE MANDELL
STATEN ISLAND MENTAL HEALTH SOCIETY

Dr. Pownall's findings unequivocally support the position that im-
prisonment as presently practiced in the United States has practically
no more impact on employability than, as others have suggested, it has
on future criminal behavior. Criminals with previous histories of stable
employment, who have education and skill and are without long criminal
histories, return to the community to continue their pattern of obtaining
better jobs which they consistently hold. Despite institutional struc-
ture and policies, they also continue in these work patterns while in
prison, as reflected in the work ratings which their prison supervisors
give them. Dr. Pownall's findings also indicate that prison job assign-
ment and training experience have little impact on post-release em-
ployment.

Work skill had little effect in improving the employment situation
for ex-inmates and the effect noted was limited to white men. Dr.
Pownall rejects the possibility that this reflects discrimination in em-
ployment practices and presents a theory as to why Afro-Americans do
not benefit from the training they receive.

Dr. Pownall's explanation of the lack of relationship between skill
and employment status among nonwhites is that these men come from a
subculture which is not supportive of a drive for achievement and social
mobility. This is a more sophisticated version of the position that non-
whites are not motivated to work and to achieve. The blame is not
placed on the individual but on the subculture and family from which
he derives. The natural programmatic conclusion from this premise is
that the individual must be removed from his subculture and family. I
wonder whether societal agencies will be more effective in changing a
whole family with techniques currently available when they are failing
in changing individuals.

More to the point, however, is an analysis of the generalization
about the nonwhite subculture. While it is certainly true that the Afro-
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American streetoorner subculture described by Liebow exists, there is
no evidence that all Afro-American males really accept these values and
attitudes, The currently available evidence indicates that at least 73
percent of Afro-American men are at work and want to be at work. In

addition, of those at work, 80 percent in an urban center such ,as Detroit

are earning over $80 per week. Sixty-three percent are earning over
$100 per week, This suggests that the streetcorner nonworking sub-
culture is a small part of the black, lower class world and represents,
in a true sense, only those who have been defeated in their efforts to
survive in the economic system. The values and attitudes of these men

are the bitter rationalizations built over a lifetime of economic failure.

My own position is that discrimination is a very real factor in the
types and levels of jobs available to Afro-Americans and all prisoners.
There is differential availability of skill-developing opportunities both

in formal educational structures and on-the-job training. Even under

recent historical conditions of high employment, Afro-Americans are in

the position of "last-hiredfirst fired." The evidence on unemployment
and turnover can be interpreted in this light rather than as reflecting
the inner cultural disposition of the men in his sample.

The black prisoners are men whose experience has taught them

convincingly that they cannot come to a man's estate in this society,
and whose self-confidence is shattered. They reject the opportunities
available to them because many experiences have taught them that to
hope and to try leads to frustration and hurt. My experience has been
that all ex-prisoners, black men in particular, examine very carefully
proffered training and jobs offered in or out of prison from two vantage
points: How trustworthy is the person offering the new role in society?
And, what are the realistic possibilities for a successful outcome ? In
most instances, they have been able to predict outcomes; the training
is inadequate and irrelevant, for jobs which do not exist, and offered
by staffs who are unconvinced of the possibility of success. This is
not much of a program to overcome a life's history of experience which
began with failure in a fourth grade classroom and wended its way
through juvenile and youthful offender courts and institutions before

final culmination in an adult offender institution. In each study, where
the correctional system has been able to offer access to desirable roles
in the economy, men have been motivated to learn and to work. /Most
to the point is that the Afro-Americans have shown the greatest improve-

ment both in employment status and in reduction in recidivism.

Dr. Pownall's findings are clear.; releasees currently obtain jobs
through their own efforts; only 10 percent have gotten jobs through state
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employment service offices and another 5 percent through correctional

personnel. This reflects the current inability of these agencies to
function as managers of transition (social mobility) for this population.

The employment structure (job market) discriminates against ex-inmates

and against minority populations.

The governmental agency employment service operates in a com-

petitive market in which it tries to obtain jobs. The only service it

offers to employers at the present time is prescreening of candidates so

that the employer will obtain a better worker through less effort. The

governmental employment service agency currently works as a negative

screen to provide employers with good candidates so that they will

continue to offer jobs to that agency. The ex-inmate is a high risk,

low-skilled candidatehigh riskin the sense that a training investment

is not as likely to be realized. Employment agencies, therefore, tend

to push candidates into jobs, below the skills of the ex-inmate on the

premise that they are realistically available. Such jobs can be obtained

by the ex-inmate himself. The basic characteristic of these jobs, as
evidenced by Dr. Pownall's findings, is that they are low-paying, high-

turnover jobs. In other words, they do not represent desirable eco-

nomic roles nor do they lead to such positions (beginning of a career

ladder).

Having a self-supporting and socially esteemed economic role is

a sine qua non, though not the exclusive factor, in leaving the crimi-

nal life role. Entry into such economic roles is controlled by industry

which operates, in the main, on rational profit motive principles, and
unions which wish to stabilize labor market competition. These groups

do not wish to take high-risk employees. Risk is here defined in terms

of evidence of productivity, lateness, absenteeism, supervision ex-
pense, and morale disruption. Current programs for offenders operate

on the premise that by increasing productivity through increasing skill

they will be decreasing the investment in education made by the em-

ployer and will induce him to employ a high-risk employee. However,

most jobs in the market are entry level jobs and relevant skills are
taught on the job. Plant managers are therefore more concerned with

reducing lateness, absenteeism, supervision expense, and morale

disruption. This is now done by screening out individuals who are

likely to evidence these problems since they increase production costs.

For instance, most plants plan to operate with a 2-3 percent absentee

rate without affecting cost but not with a 10 percent absentee rate. As

a result, industry managers are locked into an economic situation which

prevents their employing high-risk ex-inmates or minority group mem-

bers.



Two options currently exist for reducing plant manager opposition
to employing prisoners and minority group members. One is subsidized,
supportive services to the manager which reduce costs associated with
such employees. The other is by tax benefit to offset increased operat-
ing costs of utilizing unstable workers.

At the present time, there is practically no tested knowledge about
how to operate effective supportive services to the ex-inmate popula-
tion. The attempts look promising. Until such knowledge and appro-
priate personnel are available, the subsidizing program must be con-
sidered as an immediately available alternative.

The premises of this analysis are that industry and unions which
control entry and promotion into economic roles operate on rational
bases representing their economic interests. Correctional systems are
responsible annually for 2, 000, 000 male members of the labor market.
If we assume the male labor market at about 25, 000, 000 workers, cor-
rectional systems can be seen as having a significant impact on the
labor market. It seems clear that there is a significant economic rela-
tionship between the correctional system and the labor market. This
requires creation of both planning mechanisms and service mechanisms
which relate correctional systems and the economic system of the re-
gion in which they both function.

Our proposition here is that the relatively new functions of relat-
ing correctional and economic institutions, inmate and job, must be-
come a regular part of the corrections- employment system. Job finding,
job development, work role support (counseling) are the personnel com-
ponents of the new system. Our proposal is that these are the tasks
of the social restoration worker who must now be built into the correc-
tional system.

HAROLD STARR
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

In discussing Dr. Pownall's remarks I would like to direct my
comments primarily toward two general areas. The first concerns the
reported correlations between crime and employment; the second area
is his suggested strategy for achieving a reduction in the recidivism
rate by modifying subcultural orientations.
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Dr. Pownall cites a variety of sources which report positive cor-
relations between crime and unemployment rates at the over-all societal
level. There seems to be the implication that a cause and effect rela-
tionship exists between crime and unemployment rates. However, it
should be noted that crime has risen in countries enjoying prosperity
and high levels of general employment. The problem of assuming a
direct cause and effect relationship is further complicated by other
concomitant factors such as cultural values and their degree of stabil-
ity, rates of industrialization, population densities, and standards of
living. The complexities of these dimensions and their interrelation-
ships make it difficult to relate crime rates directly to any one factor.

While Dr. Pownall provides statistical evidence that the largest
proportion of delinquent and criminal behavior is found among the work-
ing class (and I would ask for a more refined definition), I would prefer
he use the term adjudicated criminal behavior since differential crime
rates, in an absolute sense, between classes are often the result of
antisocial behaviors being treated differently by the police and courts.

Even if we can accept the assumption that crime in our culture is
class-related in terms of the relative (or even absolute) occurrence of
criminal behaviors, it still remains to be demonstrated that employ-
ment training and job placement for "lower" class persons in general
can, in themselves, decrease crime or reduce recidivism. The speaker
states that increased training for lower-class persons within the frame-
work of opportunity theory should reduce the crime rate. In theory, this
result could ensue if one believed that lower-class persons commit
more crimes when unemployed, that potentially antisocial individuals
would not commit an offense if they were employed, and that criminally
oriented individuals would accept training and employment if these op-
portunities were made available. A direct cause arid effect relationship
between crime and unemployment has yet to be demonstrated. The mal-
adaptive behavioral patterns and feelings of alienation of many offenders
and parolees prevent their accepting training or stable employment.

Turning now to the speaker's model, I can see the desirability for
research to determine the effects of different community subcultural
supportive orientations on reducing recidivism among released offenders.
On the other hand, it would also perhaps be important to determine the
relative contribution toward parolee success of differing supportive
orientations provided by institutional and post-institutional sources
and services. Most offenders' families do provide a supportive orien-
tation to the parolee; and they aspire to see his post-release achieve-
ment in terms of stability of employment and his ability to handle
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responsibilities. On the other hand, do different institutional climates
differentially affect parolees' desire for community success which in-
cludes employment ? Whether the parolee's peer group affiliations are
supportive probably does influence successful community adaptation,
but these relationships are probably not determined by chance. One
index of successful institutional intervention is that the parolee chooses
to affiliate with those who provide him with a supportive orientation
for achievement. When institutional intervention is unsuccessful either
because of the institutional milieu or because of the inmate's intensive
alienation, I would hypothesize that affiliation with nonsupportive
peers becomes a reflection and not a cause of community difficulties
and inability to obtain and retain employment. It has been observed
by some that the consequences of unsuccessful institutional interven-
tion may be that a parolee continues to have associates but not
friends.

I propose that success on parole is not primarily caused by ability
or availability of a job but is determined by whether the parolee sees
himself as part of a community and, more specifically, whether he feels
a commitment toward work as a major, purposeful activity in his life.
Meaningful education and training for employment within an institu-
tional framework then becomes of prime importance and should be viewed
not as ends but as part of a vehicle whereby inmates can gain feelings
of self-respect and a sense of worth and dignity which can lead to
joining rather than avoiding or fighting society. Thus, education and
training serve as complimentary avenues for developing that sense of
commitment towards work which insures that opportunity theory for pa-
rolees will become a reality.

Just a few additional remarks before closing: Improved education
and training programs and institutional image can be concommitantly
benefited by the active involvement of other state agencies, business
and industry groups, individuals, and agencies concerned with the em-
ployment of released offenders in the programming of all education and
training efforts within the correctional setting. Education and training
personnel within institutions might also improve their effectiveness by
jointly articulating their areas of instruction. My bias here is not to
rely solely on post-institutional experiences to reduce recidivisyi but
to make use of dedicated and therapeutically oriented personnel and
supportive milieus within correctional settings as a means for reducing
recidivism. Education and training personnel concerned with the suc-
cessful occupational placement of released offenders might also give
some thought to community follow-through in education and training
activities. To this end, MDTA Centers, and other public and private
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agencies, as well as vocational schools, should be asked to partici-
pate in providing supportive education and training services to parolees.

I agree with Dr. Pownall that when a released offender finds his
environment to be supportive, recidivism should be decreased. Thus,
I would expect that joint involvement of the community and the correc-
tional institution in education and training programs for inmates would
be beneficial in setting the stage for successful rehabilitationand re-
duced rates of recidivism.

MARSHALL H. COLSTON
THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

I shall endeavor to respond to certain aspects of Dr. Pownall's
paper without being overly redundant with regard to the remarks that
have been made by the two discussants who have already shared their
views with you.

First of all, I should say I am in substantial agreement with the
remarks and reactions of Dr. Wallace Mandell and Dr. Harold Starr,
although Dr. Mandel Ps discussion of this paper is more pertinent to
my point of view.

I must reject the "streetcorner" theory as not having any signifi-
cant theoretical or practical relationship to the employment problems
of released prisoners. Any attempt to isolate causal factors by the use
of narrow, theoretical concepts such as Eliott Liebow attempts to do in
his recent work, Tally 's Corner, results in the exclusion of a whole
raft of economic, social, ethnic, political, and sociological considera-
tions. Also, this results in an inordinately small amount of weight
given to a number of failing systems and institutions which are quite
relevant to the educational, economic, physical, and emotional sta-
bility of the released prisoner. In short, Dr. Pownall treats this prob-
lem as though the released prisoner is almost wholly and solely re-
sponsible for his own rehabilitation, and that his main difficulty would
appear to be a short job market; if he happens to be a Negro, his diffi-
culty will be somewhat increased.

My major criticism of this paper's approach to the problem is that
it does not deal in any significant way with the weaknesses in our
system of health, education, and welfare which has an important bear-
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ing on every American's life from the cradle to the grave. The ques-
tions of quality education, adequate health care and standards, and the
availability of quality welfare services are important elements in the
prevention of crime and in rehabilitation after a crime has been com-
mitted, the price has been paid, and the prisoner is released to make

his own way in a highly competitive world. It is unrealistic to expect
that American attitudes and interest in prison systems at the federal,
state, and local levels are anything but primitive at this time. This

is not to say that prison officials, sociologists, social workers, psy-
chologists, criminologists, and penologists are not concerned. The

point is, if the body-politic were to make a list of 30 priorities in this
country today, the question of rehabilitation and employment of released
prisoners would be 30th on that list. If the list were cut to 29, the
employment problems of released prisoners would probably be dropped.

Aside from teaching the prisoner a marketable skill, it would appear
that the thrust of training and rehabilitation in prisons should deal with
the questions of motivation and emotional rehabilitation, both of which

are absolutely essential for success in the open, competitive society
in which Americans live.

The President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Adminis-
tration of justice presented a report from its task force on corrections
and had this to say in regard to clinical services available in the vari-
ous prison systems in America today:

An important element in classification, screening, and placement
is psychological testing and diagnosis. 1Vreasures of intelligence,
aptitude, and personality traits are helpful in assessing the po-
tential performance of inmates in available programs.

Clinicians are in short supply and their services are not readily
available to most correctional institutions in the United States.
As a result, many clinicians serving correctional institutions do
so on a part-time or consulting basis. In recent years, and par-
ticularly in Juvenile institutions, the psychiatric and psychological
services have been used to train staff and consult on programs
even more than provide diagnosis and therapy for the inmates.
Some clinicians view almost all crime as evidence of character
disorder and assume that therapy is appropriate for most inmates.
The most highly developed psychotherapeutic services however,
such as those in Massachusetts and Wisconsin, report they give
primary attention only tO about 10 percent of the institutional pop-
ulation. In youthful, particularly female populations, the esti-
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mates of percentage of inmates in need of psychotherapy run from
15 percent to 50 percent. These are generally inmates with severe
personality disturbances.

This statement from the task force report on corrections would seem
to illustrate (perhaps not as conclusively as some might wish) that
merely teaching a released prisoner the job skill is not sufficient to
insure his adjustment once he is released from the prison environment.
I believe that Dr. Pownall's paper is seriously remiss in that it does
not adequately deal with this important aspect of rehabilitation.

There are a number of questions which remain unexplored, un-
studied, and unanswered. For example, how does the obvious institu-
tional exploitation of prison labor affect the motivation of the individual
while he is still incarcerated ? And what percentage of the inmate's
labor effort is productive on an efficiency scale which measures the
same effort for the same type of work in a factory outside of a prison
wall ? And what about the attitudes of federal, state, and local gov-
ernments ? And what about the attitude of the public in general ? In
short, is it possible to develop a program which can insure the employ-
ment of or reconcile the employment problems of released prisoners
without revamping our systems of education, health, and welfare and,
at the same time, modify public attitudes to the point where the released
prisoner can enjoy a fair amount of acceptance and respect? These and
other questions are much too serious to be ignored. The theoretical
considerations alluded to in Dr. Pownall's paper seem to have little or
no relevance to concrete and pragmatic remedies and solutions. It is
not enough to talk in terms of supporting subcultures as though this is
an important key to unlocking the solutions to these problems.

I would like to make six points which may suggest some directions
which those of us who are interested in the solutions to these problems
might take.

1. Correctional systems are a part of the American way of handling
its problems and must be viewed as such. At the present time it is a
failing system which must be revised philosophically and physically
(perhaps decentralized), and it must be treatment-oriented.

2. The American school system must become more relevant to so-
ciety. It is now a failing system that does a considerable amount of
training, but little educating. Hence, only 45 percent of the whites
and 10 percent of the Negroes that graduate from its high schools are
prepared to go on to college. Moreover, many of those who do not
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continue to college are not prepared, except in a limited way, to fit
into the slots for which these students were presumably prepared in
the first place. The third point grows out of the second.

3. The quality of leadership must be increased and felt at all levels
in America. Leadership which caters to a basically conservative so-
ciety is not going to bring about the changes needed to cope with
American problems, including the problem of corrections. There is an
urgent need for creative, intelligent minds in terms of social, political,
and economic reform. Reform must take place before one can realistic-
ally expect changes in the prison system.

4. The problem of racism is going to have to be solved in this
country. Race not only works against ethnic minorities but all disad-
vantaged people. It also works against the maximum development of
many of our institutions and systems designed to insure equal oppor-
tunity and justice for all. In regard to justice for the released prisoner,
federal, state, and local courts need overhauling. This is particularly
true of the local and state courts where a good deal of injustice is evi-
dent in the manner in which convictions are obtained, mostly in cases
involving minorities and the disadvantaged. For the past ten years the
U.S. Supreme Court has spent considerable time trying to correct in-
justices perpetrated on individuals by overturning many cases for a
variety of reasons. In effect, it has inadvertantly begun a long over-
due court reform by exposing serious weaknesses in the present system'.
Also, the bail system used by the lower courts is outrageously unfair .
It is arbitrarily administered and, as one might expect, consistently
works to the disadvantage of minorities and poor people.

5. A way must be found to deal with the question of conjugal rights
of prisoners. In my judgment, this question poses both constitutional
and human rights considerations in that the husband is not only pun-
ished but his family also suffers. This important question also has
serious ramifications for the emotional and mental health of the married
prisoner. No one can deny the problem of homosexuality in American
prisons today. To speak seriously of rehabilitation '" motivation in
the prison environment while such a problem exists for the married pris-
oner and his family, is akin to tilting at windmills. There has been
one inconclusive case testing the denial of conjugal rights in the United
States of a married woman whose husband was in prison. The federal,
state, and local prison systems ought to assume an affirmative initiative
in the resolution of this problem. I need not recite at this point, the
social ills, the moral problem, or the emotional frustrations that are
the result of denial of conjugal rights. The point is that this problem
does not promote a wholesome attitude toward society in the prison.
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6. Finally, clinical and therapeutic tools for prisoner rehabilita-
tion must be given a high priority in correctional systems at the federal,
state, and local levels. Perhaps in reforming the system itself, which
is also an urgent priority, the reformers will properly assess and ac-
cord to therapy its role in prisoner rehabilitation. Certainly there is
no justification for the denial of clinical services for those who need
them in the prison environment. Two very obvious consequences of
therapy wherever its need has been indicated by diagnostic tools are:
(1) it would serve to protect and perhaps make functional and useful a
human person; and (2) it would ultimately serve to promote the peace
and tranquility of the community in terms of rights, lives, and property
of others.



Section V



CHANGING INMATES THROUGH EDUCATION

CALVIN B. MICHAEL.
EASTERN UNIVERSITY

Very little is known about changes wrought in the attitudes and/or
behaviors of inmates by the educational programs of prisons. Much is
asserted and a great deal inferred from knowledge in other areas. Spec-
ulation is rife. Nevertheless, scientific knowledge in correctional
education is sparse.

This condition is attested to by several things. First, no book on
correctional education has been published since two pioneering works
which appeared before World War II.1 True enough, a recently popular
volume by Fader and Shaevitz2 provides extensive description of a pro-
gram, but it does not attempt to place the program or its accompanying
research in any larger design nor to relate it to previous work. Simi-
larly, the eschewal of formal educational and vocational training pro-
grams at Highfields3 did not constitute a deliberate test of certain as-
sumptions about the effects of such programs; thus, the report
excellent and valuable though it isdoes not report an educational
study.

A second and more important indication of the state of knowledge
in this field is the general dearth of reports on empirical studies For

'Austin W. McCormick, The Education of Adult Prisoners (New York:
National Society for Penal Information, 1926); W. M. Wallack, G.
M. Kendall, and H. L. Briggs, Education Within Prison Walls (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1939).

Daniel N. Fader and Morton H. Shaevitz, Hooked on Books (New York:
Berkeley Publishing Co., 1966). See also Daniel N. Fader and Elton
B. McNeil, Hooked on Books: Program and Proof (New York: Berkeley
Publishing Co. , 1968), which adds an extensive report of the research
accompanying this notable program.

3H. Ashley Weeks, Youthful Offenders at Highfields (Ann Arbor: The
University of Michigan Press, 1963).

19 195
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example, only six doctoral dissertations reporting studies in this area
have appeared since 1950.4 The titles make it clear to any reader that
three of these will tell nothing about the efficacy of education programs
in changing inmates. In the Center for Correctional Education, we
have compiled an unpublished bibliography of slightly more than 100
articles appearing outside the Journal of Correctional Education since
1940; less than 10 percent meet the most relaxed criteria for research

reports. The level of this productivity is emphasized when it is noted

that 156 studies of small groups appeared in the first five years of the

period just cited5years, by the way, when interest was small and the
nation was at war. The Journal itself seldom publishes such studies
although many an author will doubtless be outraged at this cavalier dis-
missal of his perceptive report of a successful practice.

It is, in fact, much more the latter of which the bibliographic stuff

of correctional education is made. It is an amalgam largely of eye-
witness accounts, participant-observer reports, and magisterial in-
junctions leavened only slightly by occasional doubts and baked until
past done in the fiery furnace of piety. Although we might admire the
zeal and the motives of the authors so holding forth, we are left with-
out a solid basis for evaluating their claims, their reports, or their
proposals. It is such a condition that warranted the remarks of Glaser

4 James S. Beadle, "A Survey and Analysis of the Education Program of

the Academic School of the State Prisons of Southern Michigan, Jack-
son" (unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, Michigan State University,
1965); Carlton H. Bowyer, "Correctional Education in Penal and Cor-
rectional Institutions in the United States" (unpublished Ph. D. dis-
sertation, University of Missouri, 1958); John W. Glenn, "Status
and Effectiveness of General and Vocational Education Programs in

Correctional Institutions in Missouri" (unpublished Ph. D. disserta-
tion, University of Missouri, 1966); Harvey Hershey, "Adult Educa-

tion and Personality of Inmates of the State Prison of Southern Michi-
gan" (unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, Michigan State University,
1966); Ernest W. Patrick, "Significant Factors Associated with the
Success of Vocational Trainees and Parolees at the Federal Reforma-

tory, E.]. Reno, Oklahoma" (unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, Okla-
homa State University); Theodore M. Zink, "A Study of the Effect of
Prison Education on Societal Adjustment" (unpublished Ph. D. disser-
tation, Temple University, 1962).

s Fred L. Strodtbeck and A. Paul Hare, "Bibliography of Small Group
Research: From 1900 through 1953, " Sociometry, 07(1954), pp. 107-
78.
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in a follow-up article to his report on studies of the federal prisonsystem.6 His recommendations to the field were succinct: (1) broaden
the challenge to inmates, (2) change the social relationships amonginmates in education, (3) become and remain honest, and (4) conduct
research. The desperate need for each of theseparticularly the latter
twocan be testified to by anyone with even cursory knowledge ofpresent practices, present theory, and present study in correctional
education.

Modification of the view expressed thus far is required by acknowl-
edging the existence of many fugitive empirical materials, for example,
unpublished research reports to funding agencies, intra-organizational
accounts of institutional studies, and conference papers and proceed-
ings which appear irregularly or are distributed to a limited clientele.
But buttressing what has been said about the state of knowledge in this
field is the fact that no one seems to know how many correctional edu-
cators there are in the country or, for that matter, the nature and ex-tent of education and training programs in the state and national penal
institutions. 8

Perhaps at this juncture, it is important to establish more clearlythe conceptual framework of this paper. Reactions to what has been
said thus far could very well include substantial demurrers by persons
who know of unimpeachable evidence demonstrating how some inmates
have achieved literacy and how others have made academic achieve-ments of diverse sorts; many prisoners have satisfied the requirements
of diplomas and degrees and others have met the admission standardsof various educational institutions. On the vocational training side,

°Daniel Glaser, The Effectiveness of a Prison and Parole System
(Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1964), and "The Effectiveness of Cor-rectional Education, " American Journal of Corrections, 28(1966),pp. 4-9.

At the Center for Correctional Education we have been involved in
preliminary surveys for a status study of correctional educators. One
persistent difficulty of the respondents (prison administrators) wasdetermining who on their staffs could be considered legitimately ashaving such a classification.

8 Contrary to popular belief, the annually published directory of theAmerican Correctional Association does not contain such information
nor can one infer it from what is reported there.
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there are all those who have acquired a salable skill, developed a
cluster of vocational abilities, or achieved a vocational proficiency of
high order. Do not such results warrant rejection of this author's as-
sertion about the state of knowledge in correctional education? They
do not.

That they do not is indicuced by the modifier "correctional." Taken
as evidence, the results testify to the effects of education and voca-
tional training. It requires demonstration that such results are of cor-
rectional import. It is assumed to be so, but the folklore of corrections
includes the stories of the one convict who became a forger because he
learned to write in prison and the other who used his prison-trained
welding skills to become a better safe-cracker. These folk-tales refer
to suspicions about the "treatment potency" of educational and voca-
tional training. They also raise important questions about the meaning
of "correction, " i.e., about what is a "criminal."

Doubtless beyond the scope of this paper, and in some ways a less
centralissue, nonetheless it is quite impossible to examine the litera-
ture on correctional education without considerations of such questions.
The ultimate criterion of the success of a prison system is the reduc-
tion of recidivism. Unless the' changes in inmates are accompanied by
or cause differences in their behavior upon release: the changes in
prison have meaning only for that setting. Prisoners may find incarcera-
tion more bearable or institutions may achieve better operation, but if
releasees return to crime, these things have only limited social or per-
sonalvalue. Thus, when studies demonstrate the greater effectiveness
of a particular curriculum or method, the finding may be inconsequential
in this larger sense.

The latter point is especially relevant to an evaluation of the many
personal reports of educational successes with this method or that pro-
gram. It is also painfully appropriate to an assessment of some of the
empirical studies. In Hall and Marshall's investigation of the contribu-
tion of homemaking education to the rehabilitation of women prisoners,
it appeared that the demonstration method was the most effective ap-
proach to such students.9 (Functional illiteracy plagued 64 percent of
the inmates so the result is not surprising.) The study provides no
knowledge of how differentially successful programs inside the prison

90. A. Hall and E. Marshall, "Homemaking Education in Rehabilita-
tion, " American Vocational Journal, 31(1956), pp. 17-18.
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correlate with the post-release success of inmates. It is at least
theoretically possible that a particular educational method might be
less good than anothersay in terms of subject matter achievement
yet have more treatment potency, i. e. , more inmates would be rehabili-
tated. In this vein, it can be noted that the principles upon which the
Englewood Demonstration Project (EDP) were based are exceptionally
consistent with contemporary concepts in psychotherapy and with per-
sonality and educational theory. 10 However, the evidence from the EDP
does not indicate significantly superior scholastic achievements by
inmates in the project; but scholastic achievements were not the sole
or even principal goals. 11 Thus, we are forced to ask: With no more
than what we know, which studies tell us most about the efficacy of
certain practices ?

In one instance we can assert only that demonstration techniques
seem to be preferable institutional styles with students who have lan-
guage problems. (Was a research study necessary to determine this ?)
In the second case, it appears that academic learning is not much af-
fectedpositively or negativelywhen a broader conception of educa-
tion leads to different (additional) emphases in school programs. 12

1° See John J. Galvin (ed.), Re-EduCating Confined Delinquents (Wash-
ington: Bureau of Prisons, U. S. Department of Justice, 1965); and
especially, John J. Galvin (ed.), Supplement to "Re-Educating Con-
fined Delinquents" (Washington: Bureau of Prisons, U.S. Depart-
ment of Justice, 1965).

"Such a result is not surprising. The famous Eight Year Study yielded
similar results: students in the "progressive" schools did as well
in school subjects and were as successful in college courses as their
peers from the "traditional" schools. The differences between the
groups lay in the superiority of the progressive school graduates in
such qualities as initiative, cooperation, problem-solving, creativ-
ity, and analytical thinking. For more extensive discussion of eval-
uation in the Eight Year Study, refer to Eugene Smith, Ralph W. Tyler
and staff, Appraising and Recording Student Progress; (New York:
Harper and Bros., 1942).

12An explication of this view was provided by the Director and Asso-
ciate Director of the E. D. P. in Frank N. Jacobson and Eugene N.
McGee, "Resistance to Education, " Journal of Correctional Educa-
tion 16(1964), pp. 17-22.
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(Maybe a study was needed to show that subject matter achievement
does not suffer.) What these studies "prove" is little more than that
something was attempted and something was accomplished. This is
about as much as was found in an investigation of the effects of homo-
genous grouping upon reading achievement of prisoners. 13 This report,
in fact, illustrates an all too common quality of the studies in correc-
tional education: they usually lack precise design, methodological
rigor, and statistical sophistication. The reason for this condition is
suggested by the fact that this study was based upon an assertion made
by the experimenter in a bald contradiction of the facts. Thus, he re-
marked that "investigators seem to agree that homogeneous grouping in
reading is slightly superior to intact, ungrouped grades. "" Yet, re-
viewing the findings of educational science, Russell and Fea say
"Research ... showed no advantage for either" kind of grouping. °
Studies of grouping prabtices have been conducted in elementary, sec-
ondary, and higher education since the early decades of the century.
Competent reviewers for years have reported statements such as that of
Russell and Fea. The weight of all the evidence is in behalf of a gen-
eralization that links differentiated achievement to teaching methods
differentiated for a host of student characteristics. The fact that even
the simplest learning task involves a variety of learner abilities and
the fact that the quality of different abilities is not consistent in a
particular learner have led one wag to assert that the only thing you
can homogenize is milk. "

In addition to these studies and "personal experiments" conducted
in ignorance of research evidence, there are others which utilize pro-
cedures which constitute violations of the protocols of the test instru-
ments used, particularly those relating to frequency of use, culture-
fairness, and age-grade level of students. It is also common for "ex-
periments" to be carried out in the absence of any control group and
without sufficiently guarding against the operation of the "Hawthorne

13Roger L. Gwartney, "Literacy Training at El Reno Reformatory," Jour-nal of Correctional Education, 17(1965), pp. 23-25.

Ibid., 3.

15 David H. Russell and Henry R. Fea, "Research on Teaching Reading, "
in Handbook of Research on Teaching, ed. N. L. Gage (Chicago:
Rand McNally, 1963), p. ,912.
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effect. X16 This latter circumstance appears to be the instance with two
well-known series of investigations, the CASE projects at the National
Training School for Boys" and the experimental work at the Draper
Correctional Center.18 Substantive questions about the studies are
raised by the great publicity surrounding them during their conduct with
the resultant heavy traffic of observers. Moreover, the investigators
have been frequent participants in professional meetings, reporting
their work in progress. Clearly, such factors are profound examples
of the possibility of the Hawthorne effect.

An interesting dimension of these projects is their heavy reliance
on "behavior modification," "contingency management," and programmed
learning materials. Strict adherence to behavioristic conceptions ren-
ders meaningless much of the rhetoric in corrections about changes in
values and self-concept. The CASE projects have carried the implica-
tions of reinforcement theorythe underlying conceptual base for all
the projectsto a more complete end and special environmental facili-

16The term refers to a situation in which the experimental conditions
are such that the mere fact that a person is taking part in an experi-
ment or being observed will tend to produce improvements in his per-
formance. The original study is reported in Fritz J. Roethlisberger
and W. J. Dickson, Management and the Worker (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1940).

"See for example, Harold L. Cohen, James A. Filipczak, and John S.
Bis, "CASE Project: Contingencies Applicable for Special Education, "
mimeographed report on research performed under Grant No. 65017,
U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 1965; "CASE II
Model, " mimeographed report.

18 These projects are described in a variety of unpublished manuscripts
and conference addresses as, for example, "Preliminary Findings:
Draper Correctional Center Project in Education and Rehabilitation by
Self-Instruction, " unpublished manuscript, 1961; John M. McKee,
"Reinforcement and the Convict Culture, " a paper presented at the
annual meeting of the American Correctional Association, 1964; and
Donna M. Seay, "The Roles of the Teacher for the Effective Use of
Programmed Instruction in a Correctional Setting, " a paper presented
at the annual meeting of the Correctional Education Association,
1966.
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ties have been constructed. 19 That such projects are not solely em-
pirical nor strictly behaviorist is provided, however, by the employ-
ment of such phrases as "the welfare state" (in describing the typical
institution) and by references to inmates' "improved attitudes" (a con-
cept rather vigorously resisted by behaviorists). Nevertheless, they
represent better examples of research than is typical in correctional
education. Thus, the sampling procedures in CASE and the intended
follow-up of re le asee s promise results which have greater dependability
than is commonly true.

The outcomes of the studies will have to be judged against the
scanty evidence obtained thus far about the long-run influence of edu-
cation and training. The results of a few studies indicate that partici-
pation in school per se is significantly related to post-release success.
Zink, 20 in his "pilot study, " found a high positive correlation between
prison school attendance and socially accepted post-release conduct.
Saden21 reported significantly higher proportions of successes for pa-
rolees who had been students in the prison school as compared to non-
student parolees. A similar finding had been earlier reported in a study
of parolees from Joliet Penitentiary. 22 In this investigation, however,
students and nonstudents were paired on a number of important criteria,
providing a more rigorous test of the influence of schooling. These two
studies, plus a carefully conducted investigation by Schnur, 23 have
yielded, thus far, the most impressive data in support of the correc-
tional value of education. Other studies report relationships of educa-
tion and training to post-release success, but, as for example with
Glenn, 24 the absence of suitable controls renders the results question-

°A fictional account of a society completely organized on behaviorist
outlines is provided in B. P. Skinner, Walden Two (New York: Mac-
millan Co., 1948).

20Theodore M. Zink, "A Study of the Effect of Prison Education...."

21S. J. Saden, "Correctional Research at Jackson Prison, " Journal of
Correctional Education, 15(1962), pp. 22-26.

" Head Instructor, Education in Prison and Success on Parole, State-
villa Correspondence School Monograph Series No. 1, 1941.

23Alfred C. Schnur, "The Educational Treatment of Prisoners and Reci-
divism, "American Journal of Sociology, 54(1948), pp. 142-47.

24 John Glenn, "Status and Effectiveness of General and Vocational...."
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able. In like fashion, a follow-up of releasees from the United. States
Detention Barracks" cannot really be said to indicate that vocational
training makes a difference; less than 30 percent of the sample re-
turned the questionnaire and only half of those had been employed
sometime, although three-fourths of the respondents "felt" the training
they received was valuable.

Characteristics of all the studies reported raise questions about
the nature of the participants in correctional programs of education and
vocational training. In almost all programs, they are volunteers (in

one form or another), and the fact of and reasons for their volunteering
may be the most significant fact of all. An indication of this is gained
from Hershey's" study where 32 pairs of inmates were carefully matched
on a host of factors (age, previous schooling, recidivism, length of
sentence, offense categories, etc.) and differentiated on the basis that
one member of each pair was a student in the penitentiary school and
one was not. The subjects were administered the Sixteen Factor Per-
sonality Test. Clear differences among the two groups were found.
Although both groups were more rigid and undependable than the general
adult population, the school participants were significantly more so
than the nonstudents. Moreover, the students were characterized as
avoiding compromise, lacking in internal standards, less inclined to
experiment, and less able to exhibit leadership qualities or to be pro-
ductive in group-oriented tasksin other words, more conforming.
Findings such as these raise to paramount concern the statement of an
inmate that "maybe the men who seek training are trying to straighten
themselves out. "27

Such a factor seems an adequate explanation for the results in
Rose's study in the' English Borstal. 28 "Progress in the institution, "
which Rose found to be a significant factor in success upon release,

25 Council for Research and Evaluation, "The USDB Vocational Follow-
up Study, " final report by John D. Nichols and Stanley L. Brodsky
(Fort Leavenworth, Kansas: United States Disciplinary Barracks, no
date).

26 Harvey Hershey, "Adult Education and Personality...."

"Robert Neese, Prison Exposures (Philadelphia: Chilton, 1959).

28A. G. Rose, Five Hundred Borstal Boys (Oxford, England: Basel
Blackwell, 1954).
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appears to describe the same phenomenon referred to by Neese. Though
not as widely known as the much cited work of Sheldon and Eleanor
Glueck," his conclusions are similar: methods of and paths to reform
are legion; success is individual. Thus, the studies themselves and
the interpreters of them have foundered typically on the same rocks.
We really do not know whether releasees are successful because they
were successful in the prison's educational programs or whether the
two successes are results (possibly cumulative) of other changes in
inmates.

To the latter point, some persons have already said, "So what ?"
Their argument is that if education and vocational training enhance the
lives of persons (including ex-convicts), they are desirablenay, nec-
essaryingredients of the prison's program. To that, one can only re-
ply that it may be so, but with such a viewpoint, it behooves correc-
tional educators to be more modest and/or less naive about their claims.
Moreover, to accept such an argument would suggest that only the
"corrected" inmate should be admitted to programs, and the programs
should be predicated on assumptions about enhancement of, not change
in, inmates.

The apparent harshness of this view is thrust upon us by the di-
lemma which underlies this paper: the necessity of conducting programs
for criminals in the absence of clear understandings of criminality or
its correction. Goffman, 30 for example, has provided eloquent argu-
ments and evidence supporting the view that the stigmatizing which is
a consequence of criminal behavior may be of itself a significant force
in correction of behavior. If we turn to psychodynamic theory, we find
some disquieting findings in studies of mental illness: the rate of cure
in psychotherapy is about the same as for spontaneous remission, i.e.,
the disappearance of symptoms in the absence of any treatment. 31

Could a similar condition be at work among delinquents and criminals ?

"Sheldon and Eleanor T. Glueck, 500 Criminal Careers (New York:
Knopf, 1930), and After-Conduct of Discharged Offenders (New York:
Macmillan Co. , 1946).

30Erving Goffman, Stigma: Notes on the Management of Spoiled Iden-
tity (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Spectrum Books, 1963).

31Hans J. Eysenck, The Effects of Psychotherapy (New York: Inter-
national Science Press, 1966).
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There are a few supportive findings in some careful studies of pro-
bationers.32 Moreover, there is some evidence also that the conditions
probationers must meet are not so relevant as believed: thus, proba-
tion per se may be consequential or "spontaneous remission of crimin-
ality" may occur during probation. Whether stigmatization is curative
or spontaneous remission operative, there is little solid evidence in
behalf of a belief in the correctional powers of education and vocational
training. The profession needs research that confirms or refutes such
a belief and that examines more carefully particular programs, methods,
or educational styles. In my view, the presence of education and vo-
cational training programs in prisons can be validated only by proof that
they are treatment-potent. That they ease the burden of imprisonment
is not sufficient reason for their support, let alone their improvement.

There is little point in arguing whether schooling can change be-
haviors or attitudes. We know that it can. We are in the process of
learning more and more about what teaching styles, media, and settings
are most effective in terms of the life styles and life spaces of particu-
lar learners and in terms of whether cognitive, affective, or psycho-
motor goals are sought. We are learning more about teaching and learn-
ing not only because investigators and investigative processes have
become more sophisticated, but also because the worlds of scholarship
and practice have merged. Think for a moment of how many innovations
of recent years developed from such cooperation: new math, the non-
graded high school, team teaching, and sensitivity training are only a
few. From this review, it should be obvious that correctional educa-
tion is still without its allies in the world of scholarship. We have
little dependable knowledge in this field, because there have been few
efforts to obtain any. Whether that condition will change is a topic for
another speculative paper. That it needs to change is believed to be
a valid conclusion of this paper.

32 See in this regard the discussion of "probation" in Donald R. Taft
and Ralph W. England, Jr., Criminology (4th ed.; New York: Mac-
mfllan Co. , 1964).



DISCUSSION

SIDNEY A. FINE*
THE W. E. UPJOHN INSTITUTE FOR EMPLOYMENT RESEARCH

I

I had grave misgivings concerning my credentials, or perhaps I
should say expertise, for discussion Professor Michael's paper. Could a
one-year internship as a clinical psychologist 30 years ago at Rikers Is-
land penitentiary in New York City and two years in rehabilitation research
six years ago at St. Elizabeths Hospital in Washington provide an ade-
quate base for presuming to discuss a closely reasoned piece of inte-
grative research ? Furthermore, I had left prison work because I found
the cognitive dissonance intolerable, the professed goals for rehabili-
tation on the one hand and the actual environment on the other a dis-
sonance I felt intensely, precisely because I was working under Austin
McCormick and the Osborne philosophy.

However, Professor Michael's most engaging presentation of his
revised paper has put me at ease, and I feel much more confident that
we are kindred spirits laboring in the same vineyard and that my re-
marks, rather than carping criticism, will be found germane. It turns
out that I am drawing as much on my recent work as a consultant in
vocational education research as on my earlier background in correc-
tions and rehabilitation.

First, let me say that after two days of papers on education in
penal institutions, instead of being gone 30 years, I feel that I just
left the room for half an hour and returned to pick up the discussion.
The same issues are being discussed: work as therapy and as a pre-
ventative of recidivism; vocational education as preparation for work;
the need for more research; the call to become and remain honest.

There is a difference. The talk is plainer, more straight-forward,
more honest. The percentage of rubbishthe cover-up for dissonpnce
and confusionseems significantly reduced. This, too, is progress
and undoubtedly a sign of the times.

The positions of the author are not necessarily those of The W. E.
Upjohn Institute for Employment Research.
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My comments on Professor Michael's paper are concerned with
three problems: (1) research in vocational education and the value of
its findings; (2) the need to focus upon yourselves and your jobs as
vocational educators; and (3) concepts concerning the inmate and his
ultimate vocational adjustment.

RESEARCH FINDINGS IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Professor Michael bears down hard on the need to evaluate voca-
tional education against the ultimate criterion of any rehabilitative ef-
fort in prisonthe reduction of recidivism. Thus, he would like to see
research that shows not only that vocational training in prison achieves
proximate or intermediate objectives, but also that it achieves correc-
tion as evidenced by offenders staying out of prison.

I contend that the possibility of pointing to this or that vocational
education course or, for that matter, recreational or industrial effort,
in prison as specifically reducing recidivism is remote indeed. These
efforts are merely vehicles for many variables, including such difficult
to control variables as teachers, peers, ambience (climate of institu-
tion), labor market upon release, etc., not to speak of a host of demo-

graphic variables. I think that the research that is designed and
executed tends to reflect a belief system and probably reinforces it.
I conducted such research myself at St. Elizabeths Hospital, and de-
spite heroic efforts to control variables, I was defeatedalthough many
felt that the results were effective as a demonstration. If one succeeds
in designing and executing a study to isolate a factor or two, his re-
sults are inevitably attributed to the Hawthorne effect, and further re-
search is indicated. On the other hand, if the research is global, one
hears the criticism that it demonstrates nothing or that it is not
practical.

I think we have to believe in the value of education and indeed be

modest about our claims for it, as Professor Michael suggests. I am
rather dubious about the value of vocational education alone to prepare
inmates for jobs, considering the present state of our institutions.
However, I am also inclined to believe that vocational education may
be as good, if not better, a vehicle for communicating with offenders
as any. I will have more to say about this later.

In this same context I should like to urge that in our zeal for spe-
cific knowledge we give up the criterion notion of "payoff" for every-
thing we do. This does not differ from the inmate's criterion. I should
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imagine it would be very difficult to "change" inmates in the direction
of positive citizenship if we use the same social arithmetic that he
does. We have never succeeded in convincing him that "crime doesn't
pay" and I do not believe we ever will. I think crime is bad and evil
because it undermines individuals and society. Unless our behavior
reflects our belief in this ethical notion, I think we are doomed to fail-
ure from the outset. This type of thinking places me squarely in the
camp of those who say we should enhanceI the environments of our
prisons and make special efforts to have them supply opportunities for
"enhanced" lives. After all, it is rather indicated by the studies that
have been done that the great majority of offenders became such be-
cause of lack of opportunity and lack of anything uplifting in their
lives.

In conclusion, I reject Professor Michael's point that "the pres-
ence of education and vocational training programs in prisons can be
validated only by proof that they are treatment-potent. That they ease
the burden of imprisonment is not sufficient for their support, let alone
their improvement." I reject it on the grounds that it is both too aca-
demic in its search for proof, and also somehow wrong in its implicit
valuesearching for a payoff.

I turn now to your role as educators in the penal institutions, with
your day-to-day concerns of selecting inmates for your programs,
organizing curricula, adapting methods and media, and measuring
progress.

ROLE OF PRISON EDUCATORS

I think it is useless to think of education in prisons as being a
force for change until you have considered whether you have made your
job an opportunity l for change. You can do this by recognizing that the
tasks you perform are either prescriptive as far as end results, methods,
procedures, and behaviors are concerned, or discretionary. In other
words, the content of your jobs is either specified or left to your judg-
ment. I know your job descriptions do not make this clear, but you are
professionals and you must come to understand that by that very token
you have large areas of discretion. Now this area of discretion is the
area which offers you the opportunity to do a better job than you are
doing.
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Consider your functions; with regard to people they are primarily
instructing/coaching;I with regard to data and ideas, your function is
coordinating. In these areas you have wide latitude for judgment. For
example, you can re-examine the content of your curricula and the
teaching methods you use. What you discover and apply from this re-
examination is the basis for establishing your identity as an innovator,
experimenter, and person who raises the vision of his students.

Do you need research to tell you how to go about this ? If you do,
you are in the wrong job. If your hand has to be held to guide you out
of the cozy spot you have made for yourself within the framework of
prison prescription, then you are playing the establishment game
"don't rock the boat"rather than practicing your profession. In the
final analysis, you must set the forces into motion that can help the
individual inmate. You can only do this through the discretionary part
of your job.

INMATE TRAINING

Finally, let us take a look at the inmate and at a few concepts
which have some relevant implications for his ultimate adjustment. I
offer these concepts with even greater confidence than when I came,
because I feel that support for them was implied in some degree by al-
most every paper at this seminar. The context of these concepts re-
lates to the problem we have assigned ourselves of training inmates so
that they obtain jobs when they return to society, become self- sufficient,
and thus stay out of trouble and jail.

As you know, the primary attack we have made upon this problem
is that of providing vocational training. You have heard reports of the
MDTA, Rikers Island, and Lorton studies, and you must also know that
while the immediate and intermediate results are good and encouraging,
the longer term results are discouraging. As one employer who had
hired one of the trained released offenders said when contacted after
the young man had left him said, "Look, the fact is that before you
guys trained him he was a plain son-of-a-bitch; now after you guys got
through with him, he's a trained son-of-a-bitch."

1For definitions, see Sidney A. Fine. Functional Job Analysis Manual
(Washington: The W. E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research).
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We have encountered this same problem in MDTA programs and
various similar efforts, and it seems to reduce to this: Performing ef-
fectively on a job takes more than the skills learned in a vocational
training course. I have focused hard on this problem in the past year
or two and have conceptualized it as follows. Total performance in-
volves three different types of skill: adaptive, functional, and specific
content. The effective performer has acquired all these types of skill
and mixes them appropriately in a job that suits him. I believe this is
what is behind Professor Michael's observation that "even the simplest
learning task involves a variety of learner abilities and the fact that
the quality of different abilities is not consistent in a particular learner
has led one wag to assert that 'the only thing you can homogenize is
milk.'"

What are these skills and how are they acquired? I cannot go into
detail here, 2 but briefly: Adaptive skill is concerned with how an indi-
vidual deals with time (punctuality), space (transportation to and from
work), temperament (impulse control), finances (budgeting), etc. This
skill is acquired mostly in childhood from parents and peers in the
family situation. Functional skill is concerned with those generalized
physical, mental, and interpersonal abilities that are applied to data,
people, and thingsthe objects of work performance. This skill is ac-
quired mostly in school and through various focused hobby or work
activities. Finally, there is the specific content skill which is con-
cerned with those abilities required by and acquired in a particular job-
worker situation. This type of skill is acquired, and effective perform-
ance achieved, when the worker finds his adaptive and functional skills
to be suitable to the conditions of the job as he brings them to bear in
the specific situation. For example, a worker may in general possess
the adaptive skill of "getting along well with people. " He may take a
job which will require him to get along with an obnoxious supervisor,
Mr. Jones. Applying one of his adaptive skills to the specific situation,
he succeeds in making Mr. Jones like him and is able to "get along"
with him. Thus, the worker has developed the specific content skill
of getting along with Mr. Jones. Each job-worker situation involves
acquiring a great many such specific content skills to achieve optimum
performance.

Using this conceptualization, it is possible to understand why no
amount of vocational training can prepare an inmate for a job unless

Sidney A. Fine, "Nature of Skill: Implications for Education and
Training,"Proceedings, 75th Annual Convention (American Penal Asso-
ciation, 1967).



there is some adjustment or change in his adaptive skills. A good ex-
ample of the importance of adaptive skills is Professor Michael's report
on the Hershey experiment which compared students versus nonstudents
in the prison. As you recall, the students were found to be more rigid,
more undependable, more likely to avoid compromise, more lacking in
internal standards and less inclined to experiment, etc. a complex
that describes adaptive skills least likely to help them make the nec-
essary adjustments to apply their functional skills effectively to a spe-
cific job-worker situation. Another example is the Lorton study, which
is one of the best organized and executed examples of vocational train-
ing for prison inmates although it has disappointing results.

If the conceptualization offered here has merit, then we can see
that we must find ways of training men whose adaptive skills are pres-
ently oriented to a criminal life to reorient their potential in more posi-
tive directions. How is this to be done ? The answers are far from
clear. However, we must recognize that the primitive, non- participative,
initiative-destroying prison climate is hardly the way to reinforce posi-
tive adaptive skills. A more positive approach with better results has
been demonstrated by the Residential Youth Center of the Psycho-
Educational Clinic of Yale University in New Haven.3 I commend your
attention to this important work.

However, short of this total approach, you still can do things as
teachers in a prison situation, and it is in this context that I feel that
vocational education is as good a means as any to inculcate adaptive
skills. This is done not by teaching4you teach functional skills us-
ing vocational subjectsbut by reinforcement of positive orientations,
by setting an example, by caring and loving if possible, in short, by
exploring the discretionary content of your jobs and making the most
of it.

I hope my remarks are not understood to reflect my being opposed
to research. This would be very inaccurate, since I am a researcher
myself and strongly believe in it. However, what I am saying is that
our actions now must follow from current wisdom, and that research is

3Ira Goldenberg, "The Inner City Residential Youth Center as a Set-
ting for Behavioral Change, " Proceedings, 75th Annual Convention
(American Penal Association, 1967).

4Adaptive skills seem to be taught/learned indirectly, by osmosis as it
were, from the values, manners, and mores of those with whom one is
in close association.
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hardly more meaningful than the conceptualizations that initiate it and
are then used to explain the results.

SYLVIA G. MqQ01,1,1J11
FEDERAL BUKEAu OF PRISONS

We all know that any research effort worthy of its mission will
conclude on the note that the evidence available to date is inconclusive
and that what is urgently needed is more research. It seems to me that
we have been working toward that conclusion during the past two days.

Three of our speakers have suggested, although in some cases
tentatively, that we have developed a rather impressive body of knowl-
edge over recent years which can serve as the basis for new correctional
education and related programs designed to change human attitudes and
behavior. But each has, with varying degrees of urgency, pointed to
the need for further research.

Professor Michael makes the strongest case for additional research.
He states that what we currently really have is new speculation rather
than new knowledge. He very carefully points to new suggestive evi-
dence that there is a positive correlation between post-release success
and correctional education. However, he cautions in almost all pro-
grams the student population was comprised of volunteersand con-
cludes ... "the fact of and the reasons for their volunteering may be
the most significant fact of all. "

What does all this add up to for the practitioner, the person in-
volved in daily planning or action responsibilities in the correctional
setting ?

The state of correctional education, or for that matter, the state of
the total correctional process has so much room for improvement/that
we really need not wait until the last research results are in. Thought-
ful people in corrections advocate and support massive research efforts
designed to develop more effective ways of working with troubled
people wherever they may be, in or out of institutions. But we have
not, at practically all levels of corrections, put to work the meager
knowledge we already have.
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We continue to use pen and pencil and verbal tests in the classi-
fication and assignment of most inmates to institutional programs; cus-
tody and institutional maintenance continue to take priority over
rehabilitation and treatment efforts; educational and training programs
where they exist are structured on the public school modelthe same
ineffective model which served as rejection and failure building mechan-
isms for the student inmate. New teaching methods, new instructional
materials, new configurations of scheduling and use of inmate time,
curriculums combining occupational and academic education geared to
the interest level of the student, not the teacher; cluster training
instead of the traditional dead-end, low-paid, single skill training;
and other innovations too numerous to mention are still waiting in the
wings of most correctional institutions. I guess this should not sur-
prise us, since most of our children continue to be educated in our
public schools with the same old enthusiasm-killing methods.

I would conclude that we need to proceed on several different
levels in correctional education research and development.

1. First, more of us need to become vigorous spokesmen and advo-
cates for the use of the new knowledge we already have. In
addition, knowledgeable people in and out of corrections need
to serve as technical assistants to those ready and willing to
introduce new programs and institutional styles. The Federal
Bureau of Prisons, those pioneer states who have the know-how,
and community-based educators who have had experience in the
educational world need to join forces to penetrate, to convert,
to assist, to do whatever is necessary to update correctional
education efforts throughout the country. If we are going to
spend time and money on education and training, we ought to
be spending these resources on first class programs. I would
include here working toward integrating all institutional pro-
grams in the education and training effort so that the education
and training potential in maintenance, custody, and prison in-
dustries be utilized wherever possible.

2. Second, I would urge research on a broader level, aimed at the
kind of answers Jack Kaufman pointed toward yesterday. What
is corrections really costing us? And this should include cost-
effectiveness data for each of the component parts so that we
start pricing out, for example, the cost of custody, education,
maintenance, prison industries, etc.
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Are there institutional configurations which can better effect change
in human behavior and attitudes than the traditional correctional insti-
tution concept? What I'm striving for here is research which challenges
the very foundations of the institution. There is a pressing need to
think big and fundamentally.

Perhaps we will conclude that you cannot really rehabilitate anyone
in the current typical correctional settingthat new institutions or new
processes are needed. In many ways I felt that several speakers were
suggesting changes of this magnitude.

I must conclude on an optimistic note, I sense and observe funda-
mental changes in the offing. Corrections seems poised and ready to
move from the humane custody phase to effective treatment of deviant
behavior. Education and training will play an ever increasing role in
the treatment process.

LEON G. LEIBERG
NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR CHILDREN AND YOUTH

The scholarly paper presented by Professor Michael with respect
to the correctional education process and how it affects the inmate is
really mistitled. Rather than stress the dearth of studies and research
in the field, it should have been a call to arms to bring attention and
focus on an area of social need largely ignored and misunderstood, if
of interest at all.

With the exception of the practitioners paying lip service to the
need for correctional education and research and the correctional per-
sonnel satisfied that programs do take place during the long hours of
the institutional day, interested educators from the open community are
few in number and become suspect if they raise questions regarding the
relevance of and need for the activities conducted in prisons.

Unlike any other modern, social, cooperative concept designed to
bring about innovations in line with the requirements of a rapidly chang-
ing society, correctional education has not as yet been ready to step
into the arena of modern educational practice and express willingness
to engage in meaningful dialogue.
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Not so surprisingly, the leadership to initiate change, to deter-
mine how better to meet apparent shortcomings, to do pilot studies of
new approaches, to innovate, to experiment, and to demonstrate pro-
grams and methods which can point the way to economic participation
and lower the rates of recidivism, was willingly provided by outsiders
to the field of corrections.

The past few years have seen in the different geographical areas
of the country a number of highly interesting programs emerge, which
have dc alt with skill training, remedial education, the techniques 0,f
counseling, joo development and placement as well as the pre- end
post-release supportive services directed to offenders.

The central theme has been and continues to be predicated on the
assumption that remedial education supporting skill training, while not
the whole of the rehabilitative process, is at the core of it and certainly
relevant to the needs of the inmate rather than the institution.

While not denying the Hawthorne effect, these projects have also
meant progress and an injection of action research into a field known
for its minimal response to the needs of those it has responsibility for,
and its refusal to recognize that social and economic deprivations are
causative factors in crime.

For interest to be expressed and for change to be meaningful there
has to be dissatisfaction with the status quo. Correctional educators
seem to have remained curiously immune from the great currents of so-
cial change that have swept this country. There is very little interest
in utilizing and/or at least testing the materials that have been devel-
oped for populations substantially similar to the ones found in the cor-
rectional institutions in the United States. The deprived, the eco-
nomically disadvantaged, and the socially discriminated have always
been handicapped by their problems being given little recognition.
This has caused such a lack of productivity and participation that fre-
quently their answer has been only to turn to crime.

While the correctional watchword has been on security require-
ments, this has also provided a cover for an unwillingness to change,
and the stultification of the correctional mind at a loss to interpret and
evaluate the relevant needs and problems of the times.

It is also fair to imply that the correctional leadership has not en-
couraged the controversial, fearing, no doubt, an involvement with the
academic community more painful than progressive.
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While so little is known about changes wrought in the attitudes
and behavior of inmates and substantive data is lacking, the signifi-
cance of the federally sponsored programs in federal, state, and local
institutions cannot be simply laid to rest by saying that empirical
studies are any less relevant than soundly based scientific studies
done under optimal conditions of research.

We simply do not have the time, as a society, to continue the tra-
ditional ways of doing things without challenging their intrinsic pur-
pose. Daniel Glaser's recommendations do not have to occur in se-
quence, but they have to become reality. It is essential to open the
doors to the institutions to bring in the scholars, the researchers, the
educators, and the businessmen as tangible evidence of interest and
to create the favorable climate for positive change to take place in the
institutions and in the men and women who serve time.
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